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Design of an integrated information structure interface
Abstract
This paper presents a general information structure model and an interface design that allows users to
search and interact with the structure. Both draw power from simplicity. The objective is to develop an
intuitive information structure model that is immediately obvious to the user. The unified information
structure model integrates information retrieval, hypermedia systems, database systems, and expert
systems. The user of such a system accomplishes hypermedia navigation, retrieval, and inference all
with the one search syntax that is as simple and natural as it is general and powerful. The paper
demonstrates the essential unity of database, expert, information retrieval, and hypermedia systems and
discusses the dimensions of a design space in which specific systems can be located. The unified view is
developed through a borrow-and-generalize strategy: Find an example from one context, abstract a
principle from the example, and apply the principle in another context. Many examples illustrate this
approach.
The emphasis of this paper is to describe an information structure and interface intuitive for a user. This
approach can be implemented through an interface providing unified access to many heterogeneous
systems, all mapped to same model, or through a system that implements a unified information structure
in its storage of data..
The paper describes the basic structure, a plain entity-relationship model without the complication of
attributes; binary relationships are also called links. Collections or sets of objects, called neighborhoods,
provide more structure and play a key role in searching. The paper then presents a classification of
search types and search metaphors, including the navigation metaphor — use a known starting point to
follow links to unknown but presumably helpful target objects — and query-based search. Specifying
two starting points such that a target is retrieved only when it can be reached from both is a natural way
of specifying Boolean AND. Starting from a whole neighborhood of objects is a natural way for specifying
Boolean OR. Specifying whole neighborhoods of objects as search targets is a new and very powerful
element of our design. For example, the user can specify single paragraphs, whole documents, or the
neighborhoods of documents by the same author as targets for an AND search. Hierarchical inheritance
is an integral part of the model.
Part 2 discusses a number of advanced concepts and applications, including modeling a programming
environment and the use of data about the structure, or metadata.
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Prolog: Finding answers. The nature of search

To serve a user confronting a problem, bring her
from her present state of knowledge
to a state of knowledge that enables her to solve the problem.
There are many types of answers and many processes that lead to answers. Answer-finding processes include the system
operating on stored data and the user interacting with the system.
Examples
1

The user enters a problem (such as a medical diagnosis problem or a computer system configuration problem) to
an expert system and the system, drawing on a vast body of knowledge and many inferences, provides an
answer. The answer may be just one solution, or a list of solutions in rank order by likelihood (for the diagnosis)
or goodness of fit (computer system configuration).

2

The user enters a request for a statistic, such as the median income in Washington, DC. The system processes
census data and gives the figure.

3

For marketing purposes, the user asks for a list of ZIP code areas in the Northwestern US with a median income
above $40,000. The system computes the median income for all applicable ZIP code areas and presents a list of
those that meet the criterion.

4

The user, a faculty member, asks for a list of students who are enrolled in one of her current course offerings,
giving the course offering ID. The system compiles the list through straight one-step retrieval. Variation: The
user asks for lists for all her current course offerings. The system uses two-step retrieval: from faculty member
to course offerings, from each course offering to students.

5

A user wants to explore Greek culture. He logs on to Perseus and starts at a place he knows, say Sparta. Goes to
buildings there, finds a theater, looks at pictures of that theater, does a search for other theaters, finds an
encyclopedia article about Greek theaters, etc. This search proceeds in many steps; in each search step the user
selects a starting point and the system finds one or more items related to the starting point through a link in the
system's database. In each step the user learns a little bit of what he wants to know, cumulatively he learns a lot.
(The "berry-picking" approach to finding an answer, Marcia Bates)

6

A user retrieves a known relevant document by author and then asks the system to find similar documents
(assuming the system has such a command). Note that there are degrees of likeness and that are many criteria to
judge likeness.

7

A sociology sophomore with rudimentary knowledge of statistics but no knowledge of calculus wants to learn
more about statistics, particularly non-parametric tests. She uses a hypertext statistics text. She looks for an
introduction to non-parametric statistics, find that she does not understand it, and follows a has-prerequisite link
to acquire some necessary background. While reading this material, she needs some examples to understand it
better. Of several links to examples she chooses the one marked sociology. The student thus navigates her way
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through the hypertext and eventually learns what she came to learn.

8

Another student in the same situation uses a different interaction with the system. He tells the system what he
wants to learn and answers question about his background knowledge and subject field. The system then uses
its knowledge of the prerequisite structure to chart a path through the system, choosing examples from sociology.
The system creates a made-to-order textbook for the student.

9

The user searchers AltaVista with a three-word query, looks at the first ten documents (ranked by AltaVista
according to expected relevance), examines document 6, finds a link to a Web site that happens to be a reference
site for her topic, and from there finds three really useful documents.

10

A user signs on to a system with information about all kinds of items for sale — houses, cars, boats, computers
— for sale to look for a house but does not really know all the questions to ask. In other words, the user does
not understand his problem completely. The system helps about by presenting an introduction to house buying
structured as a hypertext and a checklist of things to watch out for and information to collect (from the system
and elsewhere).

11

A researcher with moderate knowledge of statistics is looking for a software package to do statistical analysis.
He consults a software database that evaluates each type of software using a standard set of evaluation criteria;
they have a frame with slots to be filled. The system uses the same frame to elicit the users need; for each
evaluation criterion (each frame slot) the user enters a weight. For example, this user would put a high weight on
the programs ability to provide explanations under what conditions a statistical test is appropriate. The system
then returns a ranked list of programs, taking into account the users weights on each criterion and the program's
score on that criterion.

12

A user does a search in OPAC for concept. She finds relevant and not so relevant documents. Among them is
one titled Concepts and categories: philosophical essays. The user realizes that categories is also a good search
term. Using it she finds George Lakoff. Women, fire, and dangerous things. What categories reveal about the
mind. This is relevance feedback executed by the user.

13

A user searches a more sophisticated retrieval system. This system uses a weighting scheme much like the
software retrieval system in example 8 and returns a ranked list of documents. The user indicates which of the
retrieved documents are relevant. Now the system looks at all the terms occurring in the relevant documents,
increases there weight in the query formulation, and then repeats the search with the modified query formulation,
producing a ranking of documents that is closer to what the user had in mind. This is relevance feedback
executed by the system.

14

A student looking for information for a term paper has a general idea that her topic is in library automation; she
has an inkling that may be she is interested in writing on how library automation helps users, but does not know
how to express that thought. So she enters a broad query to a bibliographic retrieval system and gets back many
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documents, but the display has a twist: it is a semantic map that groups similar documents together and shows
the thematic structure of the topic. The student might ask for a listing of titles in the areas services, search, user,
and impact.

Map display from Xia Lin

x
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Principles
What do all these examples have in common? A search consists of one or more search step. Each search step starts from
something known and a type of link that are both indicated by user and lead to something (or specify something) wanted but
unknown; the system finds or creates what is wanted. In a one-step search the user must come up with a very complete
specification what is wanted, a very complete list of items known that specify what is wanted but unknown. The system then
goes to work to use this clues and comes back with the final result. In a multi-step search the user's idea of what is wanted
develops gradually in many small search steps, none of which require high cognitive effort on the part of the user in coming
up with the search specification nor a lot of work from the system in finding the intermediate result wanted. Searches differ
in the distribution of work among search steps.
The examples also illustrate that there are different ways of specifying the starting point — through remembering and
entering a value, such as a subject descriptor, or through clicking on a item displayed on the screen.
A further aspect is the division of labor between user and system. In some examples the system comes up with a specific
result, but in example 13 the system comes up only with a broad selection form which the user must further select.
In the specific case of a search for relevant documents (or programs, or people), retrieval may mean simply to find the
documents that meet the requirements of a Boolean query; this is the case with most retrieval systems in use today. But in
the broadest sense, retrieval means the following: The system should use all available evidence to predict the degree
of relevance of an entity (document, program, person, etc.) to the particular user in the particular situation. In
bibliographic subject retrieval such evidence might include: Subject descriptors assigned to the document (if any), words in
the title, words in the abstract and text of the document, possibly considering the number of occurrences of the word in the
document compared to the collection frequency, the syntactic relationship of the words in the document, relationships
between words given in a thesaurus, the author and his or her subject area / area of expertise, the journal where published,
the rating of the journal.
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Introduction. Scope, purpose, and organization of the paper

1.1

General introduction and executive summary

1 Introduction

1

This paper presents a general information structure model and an interface design that allows users to search and interact
with the structure. Both draw power from simplicity. The objective is to develop an intuitive information structure model that
is immediately obvious to the user.
Database systems, expert systems, Information Storage And Retrieval (IR) systems, and hypermedia systems, all have their
own functionality and strengths. Yet on an abstract level these systems have more in common than meets the eye, and
functions that on the surface seem different are in fact essentially the same. Consider intelligent databases vis-a-vis expert
systems. Different functionalities also complement each other as demonstrated by the use of hypermedia approaches in the
interface to expert systems.
What if we could design a system that would draw on the commonalities, combine and integrate all the different functions,
and through the integration enhance them, offering great power with an intuitive interface? This is exactly what this paper
begins to do. It sets out to demonstrate the essential unity of these different systems and to develop a unified framework for
improved design. It sets out to define a system structure and generalized search and inference operators that are applicable
to any type of searching — by subject, by citation, by prerequisite, or by any other criterion, following any kind of link —
and thus make searching both simpler and more powerful. We use the term Information Structure Management to
emphasize the key element of structure in common to all types of systems encompassed in the unified approach. The model
can be implemented through an interface that maps from several underlying databases, each with its own structure, but in a
manner that is transparent to the user; the user would deal only with the one unified view of data. Alternatively, the unified
model could be used as the database structure, in which case one could use the term Information Structure Management
System.
This unified information structure model integrates the functionality of all types of information systems. Thus a user can
accomplish hypermedia navigation, retrieval, and inference all with the same search syntax that is as simple and natural as it
is general and powerful.
To develop a unified view is not to ignore the differences in functionality between different types of systems. The systems do
indeed differ along a variety of dimensions, but these differences are only a matter of degree. Each type of system, and each
individual system, can be located in a multidimensional design space, and doing so improves our understanding of these
systems. Most present systems offer the user one type of functionality represented by a fixed location in the design space.
The unified view envisions a system where the user has a choice of multiple functionalities and can combine different
functionalities.
The basic structure is a plain entity-relationship model without the complication of attributes:
• It consists of objects (entities) and relationships (in the special but frequent case of binary relationships: links) that are
used to make statements.
• The basic search operation is also very simple: Specify a starting point and a link type, and the system will follow all
links of that type to reach targets that presumably fill the need.

2
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• A search using a chain of links effects spreading activation as well as inference. (A named chain of links, each link of
a given type, is equivalent to a Prolog rule.)
• Specifying two starting points such that a target is retrieved only when it can be reached from both is a natural way of
specifying Boolean AND. (This could be used for finding all documents indexed by two descriptors, or all descriptors
used in the indexing of two known relevant documents, or all Web pages with one- or two-step links from both of two
known Web pages.)
• Starting from a whole "neighborhood" of objects is a natural way for specifying OR.
• Specifying whole neighborhoods of objects as search targets is a new and very powerful element of our design. It
offers the user great flexibility in doing searches that exploit the information given by all the links in the database,
including the specification of hierarchical inheritance. It lets the user specify the target scope of a Boolean AND or
spreading activation search, requiring co-occurrence in a sentence, or a paragraph, or a chapter, or a whole
document. It also lets the user control the granularity of the items retrieved.
The paper will illustrate these principles through numerous examples from many different contexts. In particular, we will use
a borrow-and-generalize strategy in developing and presenting the unified approach. Find examples from one context and
then generalize the principle to other contexts. For example, consider Boolean searching which is common in IR systems. It
might be quite useful in hypermedia systems to extend navigation, which leads from a starting document to a citing document
or a supporting document, to a Boolean search, where the user could start from two documents and look for documents that
cite both (known as cocitation) or that support both. The examples have been chosen with a view to demonstrating the
richness and power of the proposed structure.
Many of the ideas presented have been implemented in one context or another. The contribution claimed is the unified view
and the resulting transfer of techniques from one context to another, especially the powerful concept of specifying arbitrary
neighborhoods as search targets, resulting in a general, integrated powerful yet intuitive system.
1.2

Organization of the paper

The paper is divided into two parts. Part 1 describes the basic ideas, providing just enough detail and context. Part 2 adds
many interesting elaborations and refinements that further illustrate the power of the approach. Figure 1 shows the
dependencies among the sections; the Sections in Part 2 repeat the sequence of Part 1; the sections in Part 2 can be read
independently of each other. A reader who wants to thoroughly explore each aspect of the proposed model before going on
could read the sections in the sequence 1 - 2 - 7 - 3 - 8 - 4 - 9 - 5 - 10 -11.
Part 1 starts out with an introductory example to provide a backdrop for the more abstract development of the information
structure and search model (Section 1.3). Next it shows that distinctions often made, particularly the distinction between
traditional (bibliographic) retrieval systems and typical hypermedia systems, are not absolute but a matter of degree in a
multidimensional design space (Section 2). (The perception of these distinctions as absolute would interfere with an
understanding and appreciation of the unified approach .) A general structure and data model for an integrated information
structure interface (Section 3) provides the basis for discussing search (or navigation) (Section 4) and system construction or
indexing (Section 5). As already mentioned, Sections 6 - 10 in Part 2 augment Sections 1 - 5 of Part 1. Finally, Section 11
considers some issues of system design, especially building a user interface that would provide the power of the general
approach without overwhelming the user.
Figure 1. Dependencies among sections (Double-frames designate core sections.)
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1 Introduction
6 Introduction to Part 2

2 A unified view of systems

7 More on a unified view
3 Elements of information structure

8 Elaboration of structure
4 Search

9 Elaboration of searching
5 Indexing

10 Elaboration of indexing
1.3

11 Design issues
Introductory example: Concepts, projects, texts, organizations, persons

The example presents the design of an augmented digital library that uses a rich set of links between a variety of object
types. The example sets the stage for working out the principles of the integrated information structure interface in Sections
3 and 4 and provides experiential background for a better understanding of these principles.
Figure 2 presents the conceptual schema of the hypothetical digital library. Figures 3a-c give an example of a simple subject
search, Figure 4 gives an example of a typical hypertext interaction; both examples use the same interface and navigation
metaphor. Figure 3a illustrates a search for a single concept in a screen mockup. The single concept, represented as a box,

4
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is expressed as an OR combination of descriptors from the Alcohol and Other Drug Thesaurus, making use of the descriptor
relationships from the thesaurus. Figure 3b presents a search for two concepts ANDed. Figure 3c gives a brief description of the
envisioned interface and shows how it uses the structure.
A search might start with the presentation of the information structure, the system's conceptual schema, in an easy-to-grasp
graphical format so that the user has a concrete image of the search possibilities and can exploit this to map her need to the system.
One could show the user the whole structure in a large scrollable window, use zooming to show only a segment of the total structure,
or let the user select a target object type (from a list or typed in and mapped to the system terminology) and then show the part of the
structure surrounding that object type.
The idea is best illustrated with a sample interaction (See Figures 2 and 3a and 3b) and the example of a user-system dialog
following them.

interest of

Research/action
agenda
includes
designates

Term

Research/action
area

Concept
BT

NT
RT

funds
carries out

includes
covered in

occurs in

Organization

Research/action
project

affiliate d w ith

issues
authorizes

direc ts

Person
produces
(author of)

defined in

o
produces

describes

Document (text, picture, etc.)

includes
cites
sup ports
criticizes

Figure 2. Portion from an information structure schema

Note: All links are bidirectional. The link label
depends on the direction. To save space, only one
link direction with the corresponding label is
included.

covered-in
Concept

Document or project
Having at least one concept from the concept box
Projects

Any of
TA12
adolescent
TE10.6
pregnant teen
TN8
high school student
TU8.10.2 run away youth
TZ2.2
high risk youth

Self-expression teen theater institute for academic and personal excellence (SIAPE).
Target group: High risk junior high school students. Trains groups of teens as peer
educators; they perform social dramas in schools, churches, and public housing.
Community youth activities program (CYAP). Target group: School dropouts.
Information for parents, counseling for families and individuals. Information for
parents, counseling for families and individuals.
New Horizons/SUCCESS programs. Target group: High school students. Prevention
through education using a lifestyle risk reduction approach and skills training.

AND
Documents

Any of

Self-reported health problems and physical symptomatology in adolescent alcohol
abusers. Grant: NIAAA-AA-087646
Family influence on alcohol abuse and other problem behaviors among black and
white adolescents in a general population sample. Grants: NIAA-R01-AA-06925
Effects of alcohol price policy on youth: A summary of economic research. Grants:
NIAAA-5R01-AA-08359
Alcohol problems among adolescents: Current directions in prevention research.
...

Figure 3a. Search for the concept “adolescent” (enhanced with further concepts from the AOD Thesaurus).

covered-in
Concept

Document or project
Having at least one concept from each concept box

Any of
TA12
adolescent
TE10.6
pregnant teen
TN8
high school student
TU8.10.2 run away youth
TZ2.2
high risk youth

Projects
Community youth activities program (CYAP). Target group: School dropouts.
Information for parents, counseling for families and individuals.
Documents
Family influence on alcohol abuse and other problem behaviors among black and
white adolescents in a general population sample. Grants: NIAA-R01-AA-06925
Family support decreases influence of deviant peers on Hispanic adolescents’
substance abuse

AND

Any of
LG22
LG24

family environment
family relations

Figure 3b. Search results after ANDing a second concept related to family.
Figure 3c. User-system dialog example
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This interaction guides the user through a Boolean query formulation in terms that are natural. Boolean OR and AND are
visualized through two different graphical constructs: OR through a box, AND through the arrows that signify reachable from
both starting points. (In terms of Section 4, boxes are used to delineate neighborhoods, and an OR search is a fromneighborhood search).

System

Click on what you want to find (document, research project, person, etc.)

User

After studying the schema, clicks on document and research project
(If the same search pattern, such as a subject search, is to be used for two target object types, the user can
combine two searches in one by indicating two target object types as in the example; it is quite natural for a
user to request both documents and research projects on a topic).

System

The frames for target object types become red.
Click on what you want to start from (for example, searching for documents starting from concept or
starting from person)

User

Clicks on concept (to search by concept or subject)

System

The concept frame becomes green. All possible chains of links from the starting point to the target are
highlighted in yellow. The links become one-directional on a chain from starting point to target.
Click on the links to be followed from starting point to search target

User

Clicks on the covered-in links from concept to document and from concept to research project

System

The search links turn green, the general structure of the search is now visible
A screen as in Fig. 2a with blank boxes appears (an enlarged segment of the structure). It would look
slightly different from the figure, preserving the colors and labels from the overall structure diagram.
The Any of in the box itself and a message on the bottom of the screen indicate the meaning of Boolean OR
(without actually using the term)

User

Enters one or more values in the starting box.

System

Suggests further starting values to be entered in the box, for example, narrower concepts from a thesaurus,
asking the user to select
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User

Accepts none, some, or all of the suggested concepts

System

Fills the result box with the target objects that can be reached from any of the starting points through the
specified link chain(s).
Do you want to restrict your search further by requiring a second concept yes/no
(or whatever the starting object type is)

User

Clicks yes

System

A second starting box opens up, with a link arrow to the result box, indicating all of where the two arrows
join and explaining to the user in a message on the bottom of the screen that it will show only target objects
that can be reached from both starting points.

User

Enters one or more concepts into the second Any of box
Similar interaction as before or a more complex interaction using some feedback mechanisms, such as
giving a list of all descriptors occurring in objects shown in the result box, indicating their frequency,
having the user indicate some relevant objects in the result box and derive descriptor suggestions from
there, etc. This interaction continues until the user is satisfied with the terms in the second start box.

System

Shows in the result box only those objects that can be reached from both starting points.

9
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Figure 4. Example of a typical hypertext interaction

The user clicks on the first document in Figure 3b and is presented with an outline constructed from includes links:
Barnes, Family influences on alcohol abuse and other problem behaviors among Black and White adolescents in a general
population sample. 1995.
METHOD
Sampling. Retention
Measures. Dependent Measures for Adolescents / Independent Measures for Parents /
Peer Variables / Other Independent Variables
RESULTS
Descriptive Analyses. Sociodemographic Factors / Adolescent Behaviors /
Parent and Peer Factors
Multivariate Analyses
DISCUSSION

She clicks on the heading DISCUSSION and is presented with the first paragraph
Barnes, Family influences on alcohol abuse and other problem behaviors among Black and White adolescents in a general
population sample. 1995.
DISCUSSION
The central message from our study is that the quality of parenting is critically important for adolescent outcomes
regardless of race or other sociodemographic considerations. High levels of parental support and monitoring, as well as
positive adolescent-parent communication, are therefore key elements in the prevention of alcohol abuse and other
deviant behaviors. It is important to note that the parenting variables used in this analysis are adolescents’ perceptions of
their parents behaviors. Using cross-sectional data from Wave 1, we have reported elsewhere that mothers’ reports on
the quality of parenting are generally higher than adolescents’ reports--that is, mothers’ mean levels of support and
control are higher than adolescents’ mean levels. Nonetheless, both adolescents’ reports and mothers’ reports show the
same significant impact on adolescent behaviors. (See Barnes & Farrell, 1992).

supported-by

example

continued-by
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The user looks for other evidence supporting this finding and clicks on the link supported-by (or the box it leads to) and is
presented with a paragraph from another document:
Frauenglass, Family support decreases influence of deviant peers on Hispanic adolescents’ substance use. Journal of
Clinical Child Psychology, 1997.
DISCUSSION
Although adolescents spend twice as much time with their peers and at school than with their family (Berger, 1994), the
results of this study indicate that parents are by no means defenseless against the powerful influence of peers in their
adolescent’s life. Family support as reported by the adolescents accounted for a significant amount of unique variance in
the prediction of adolescent alcohol use, after controlling for all the peer deviance variables. As the level of perceived
family support increased, self-reported adolescent alcohol use decreased. Although family support did not have
statistical significant main effects in predicting adolescent tobacco and marijuana use, the interactions of family support
with peer tobacco and peer marijuana use were significantly related to lower self-reports of tobacco and marijuana use.
For both of these substances, when the number of substance using peers increased, higher levels of family support were
associated with reduced levels of adolescent substance use.

continued-by

The user clicks on the highlighted peer deviance variables to get an explanation:
Frauenglass, Family support decreases influence of deviant peers on Hispanic adolescents’ substance use. Journal of
Clinical Child Psychology, 1997.
MEASURES
Peer deviance variables
Self-report on how many of their friends used
tobacco
alcohol
marijuana
cocaine
Self-report of how many friends belonged to a gang
Responses: none, 1, 2, 3-4, 5 or more
The user then returns to the Barnes DISCUSSION frame and clicks on the example link:

11
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Foxcroft, Role of the family in adolescent alcohol abuse: Socialization and structural influences. Journal of Adolescent
Chemical Dependency, 1992.
To illustrate the influential role of family socialization factors and family structure on drinking behavior, two example
case studies are described. Both are taken from a larger, ongoing study.
Case Study 2
To contrast with Tony’ history, we describe below the development of Darren’s drinking behavior — which could be
regarded as “sensible”
Case report
Darren is a 17 year old apprentice welder. He lives at home with his parents, younger sister, and younger brother.
Darren speaks warmly of his family. Darren’s father is a crane driver, and his mother has had various part-time
shop assistance jobs. Darren’s father has never been out of work, and his mother stayed at home to look after the
children. Darren’s mum and dad get along well. Darren’s mother goes to church regularly, but there is no pressure
to conform to any religious viewpoint.
Right from the outset we can see that Darren described his family in a positive way — he speaks warmly of his family,
his parents get on well, and there is no pressure to conform to his mother’s religiosity. This suggests a supportive and
democratic family environment.

continued-by
The remainder of the case report describes Darrel’s
internalized norms and the methods of support and
discipline his parents used

Figure 5 on the facing page shows how a citation search using AND (finding documents that include both of two known
relevant documents) can lead to further highly relevant documents.

cited-in
Document

Document
Citing at least one document from each document box
Documents

Any of

Parent and sibling influences on adolescent alcohol use and misuse: Evidence from
a U.S. adoption cohort.

Family influence on alcohol abuse and other problem
behaviors among black and white adolescents in a general
population sample. Grants: NIAA-R01-AA-06925

Family factors influencing alcohol and other drug use by teenagers. A review of the
literature.

All of
AND

Any of
Family support decreases influence of deviant peers on
Hispanic adolescents’ substance abuse

Figure 5. Citation search using AND
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A unified view of systems or The multidimensional design space for information systems

This section concentrates on working out the dimensions along which the typical hypermedia system and the typical
bibliographic retrieval system can be compared, crystallizing both differences and commonalities. Relationships among
these and other types of systems — database management systems and expert systems — will become clear from the
examples in other sections of the paper.
Many hypertext or hypermedia systems offer users two systems of access which are usually presented as distinct and
different: Access through navigation following links and access through index search. But in principle there is no difference
between starting from a known paragraph of text and following links to find one or more unknown paragraphs and starting
from a known term and finding one or more unknown paragraphs. Rather then burdening the user with two different
methods of searching, systems should offer a unified interface.
On the other hand, there are differences between types of searches and, by implications, between systems. These
differences involve several independent dimensions, and they are differences of degree rather than either-or. Analyzing
these differences is important as a basis for system design (Figure 6). Figure 7 gives a summary of the most important of
these dimensions; Section 7 gives more detail.
Figure 6. Principles for analyzing and comparing searches and systems
"Traditional" information retrieval systems and hypermedia systems are designed to support certain kinds of searches.
The differences can be analyzed along a number of dimensions shown below.
These differences are a matter of degree.
An integrated information structure interface should support all types of searches, adapting to user needs and
preferences.
A few introductory examples are useful as a backdrop for the general discussion. When I start preparing a lecture on a new
topic, I might first do a literature search, starting with a suitable subject descriptor that leads to a list of documents and pick
a document to read first, or I might remember a document that would give a good start. The starting document might lead to
a document cited, or it might teach me that I must find out about another topic first and do another search; if there are no
such leads, I simply proceed to another document from the retrieved list.
The reader of a book might follow the Red King's advice: "Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to the end: then
stop", reading one chapter after the other, one paragraph after the other. Or she might deviate from the author's sequence,
consulting, for example, the table of contents or the diagram showing the logical dependencies between chapters as seen in
Figure 1 or found in the front of some books, especially in mathematics. Or she might deviate from the linear path by looking
at some of the footnotes or by following a cross-reference.
Some people may read the newspaper from beginning to end, but most of us pick certain sections, scan the headlines, read
the first paragraph of a story and perhaps go on in that story, or jump on to the next headline. In an electronic newspaper
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the reader can enter an interest profile, a set of terms, as a starting point from whence a search leads to a list of stories or
articles in order of importance or grouped by subject.
In each of these examples, the search for information is a journey that evolves in a series of steps. Each step starts from a
point that is known and moves to a new point that is yet unknown. The user must find the next stop on the journey, the item of
information to be consulted next; an IR/hypermedia system must support the user in this retrieval task. The term user is used
here in the broadest sense, including searcher and reader.
An item of information can be any text object — from a book to a sentence — or any other media object, such as a picture,
a map, or a segment of sound or a moving picture sequence that can be replayed. The term media object is a broad term that
covers all of these; specifically, many media objects consist only of text (text objects) or contain a large proportion of text.
For simplicity, we will generally use the term document in the broadest sense of media object; in some contexts, document
refers specifically to a text object. When referring to a book or journal article or other document in the more narrow
traditional meaning, we will generally use the phrase whole document or document as a whole. The general framework
presented here deals more broadly with any type of object, entity, or item. An object is also called a node when the emphasis
is on the place or role of the item in a network of links. In the hypertext literature a document is also called frame (in the
sense of all the information fitting on one screen, not to be confused with frames used for knowledge representation),
notecard, or simply card.
Reading a whole document, such as a book or journal article, is a special case of search: The question on what chapter (or
section, or paragraph) to read next is seldom posed explicitly; by default the reader goes on to the next chapter (or section, or
paragraph). But there exists a retrieval problem nevertheless, and a book solves this through its arrangement, its table of
contents or an outline in flow chart form as mentioned above. A book that is available as a hypermedia base makes the user
(reader) aware of choices and suggests detours or radical deviation from the default path. It does so by supporting retrieval
through a network of links among paragraphs (or sections, or chapters) that allow the reader to select (or retrieve) another
section starting from a section just read. This kind of retrieval is an integral part of reading. Granularity, the size of the
nodes used, differs from system to system; a hypermedia system could treat an entire journal article or even an entire book
as a unit linked to other units. For example, a database of full-text journal articles in which the user can jump from a
reference in the bibliography of article 1 directly to the referenced article 2 (as offered by INSPEC) is quite useful; such a
database is feasible, while transforming all these articles into a fine-grained hypermedia base would involve a huge effort.
When the user is faced with the question of what entire document to read next in his quest for information, he turns to a
bibliographic IR system. There he cannot start from a paragraph he just looked at; most systems require a query formulation
as a starting point; a query formulation contains subject descriptors or author names, etc.
The basic retrieval operation is always the same: Starting from a known object — a document or a descriptor — the user
follows links provided by the system to find one or more other objects. On an abstract level, using a known document as a
starting point to find descriptors for further searching is the same thing as using a known descriptor as a starting point to
find documents for perusal. Even Boolean searching works both ways: The user may start from two descriptors and look for
all documents that can be reached from both descriptors, or she may start from two documents and look for descriptors that
can be reached from both of these objects. (Descriptors that two relevant documents have in common are likely to be good
descriptors for further search.) Moreover, as will become clear below, the same principles apply for searching in a database
system that deals with any type of objects, such as food products, and that uses relationships or links to store data about
these objects.
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Stressing commonalities is not to ignore or trivialize the very real differences between existing systems and how they are
searched. There are indeed many ways for finding the next item of information and for organizing the entire pattern of
search. We need a systematic analysis of these many ways of searching. Figure 7 offers a multidimensional design space
as the basis for such an analysis.
From a user's point of view the best system is one that supports any type of search equally well, no matter where it falls in
this multidimensional design space. As a practical matter, most systems support some types of searches and some search
features better than others; in that sense, the dimensions discussed can be considered as dimensions for the classification of
systems.
Figure 7. Dimensions for analyzing searches and systems (simplified)
Dimension

Typical hypermedia search

Typical bibliographic search
without interaction

A Type of starting object(s), their role,
and method of finding them

A paragraph, a picture, an audiovisual
object
Mostly objects of value in their own
right
Found through natural encounter
during a search. Object currently
examined as default starting object

A search key: A subject descriptor,
person, organization, etc.
Mostly objects used only for
searching

B Method of specifying starting
object(s) and link types

Select by clicking on object and link
type displayed on the screen

Deliberate selection
Entering elements from the keyboard

C Type of target objects found.
Granularity

Full text, picture, etc.
Individual paragraphs, images, or
sound objects

References to documents
Whole documents

D Nature of the search interaction

Many search steps, each finding a few
items to be fitted into a mosaic being
built or used as stepping stones for
further searching

One search step returning the final
answer set of (often many) documents
to be read

E Completeness and complexity of
search specification for each search
step

Partial, often implicit

Complete, often carefully worked out
Complex

Simple
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Elements of a unified information structure

An information base (defined to include database, knowledge base, bibliographic database, and hypermedia base) is made
up of objects (also called entities or nodes), relationships (also called links), neighborhoods (also called regions,
clusters, or virtual composites), queries, and paths and scripts (see Figure 8 for definitions). The data base literature
uses the terms entity and relationship; the hypermedia literature uses object and link.
Objects are linked through relationships into statements that make assertions about objects and thus carry the information
in the information base. Object types and relationship types together specify what kind of statements can be made, what kind
of data can be expressed in an information base; they define the conceptual schema of the information base.

Figure 8. Elements of information structure
Objects (entities, nodes)
Relationships (links)
Neighborhoods

(Section 3.1)

(Section 3.2)

(Section 3.3)

A neighborhood is any group of objects, particularly a group identified through relationships or links with one or
more other objects or neighborhoods, together with the relationships or links that exist among the members of
the group. A search results in a neighborhood.
Queries

(Sections 4, 9)

A query specifies a search and thus a neighborhood; that specification is dynamic: the neighborhood contains
the objects meeting the search criteria at the time the query is invoked.
Paths and scripts

(Section 8.3)

A path is a special type of object or node that defines a neighborhood of objects and specifies a sequence of
these objects. (A path leads the user along a given sequence of paragraphs and figures in a hypermedia base,
thus emulating a traditional document.) A script is a special type of object consisting of instructions that
orchestrate the display of other objects to a user.
Neighborhoods, queries, paths and scripts, and relationships can be treated as objects.
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Objects (entities, nodes)

A standard hypermedia system deals with media objects or documents in the broadest sense — paragraphs, pictures, sound
objects — without differentiation of object types, and many systems do not differentiate between link types either. However,
"To the user, nodes and links are filled with meaningful contents and organized into meaningful structures" (Halasz 1988),
and systems should model and exploit this semantic richness. A typical database covers objects such as persons,
organizations, food products, or technical products and uses distinct relationship types to express data about them. A
generalized database/hypermedia base structure can cover a wide variety of object types and represent almost any type of
information (see Figure 9 for examples).
Hypermedia systems with untyped objects and links do not represent meaning except at a very coarse level. However, the
future belongs to systems that deal with meaning and can thus provide more intelligent support. For example, Carlson’s 1990
system deals with strategies, objectives, and issues and their causes. It allows for sophisticated retrieval and processing
through its rich semantics of object types and link types. While on the surface each object in this system may look just like a
text object, object types are distinguished by what the text represents. A hypermedia system in the area of mathematics
might include assertions (mathematical theorems) as objects so that they can be linked to other objects, such as persons or
proofs.
Figure 9. Some object types
Document / Media object (text, graphics, sound) of any size

Person

Path

Group of persons

Database, data set

Organization

Assertion

Research/action agenda

Problem
Strategy
Objective
Issue
Situation, circumstance
(which may be the cause for an issue)

Research/action area
Project (research project, action project)
Computer program
PhysicalObject, including the following
Organism
Food product

Term
Concept (subject, topic)

Building
Work of art
Technical product, device
(anything from a screw to an engine to an entire airplane)
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Relationships (links) and connections

An information base consists of stored objects (or references to objects that exist outside) and statements about these
objects. The statements consist of a relationship with one or more arguments, with each argument slot filled by a specific
object value; for example,
Document D8 supports Document D2 (a statement about two documents), or
Brownie has-ingredient Chocolate (a statement about two food products).
Person has-interest [Concept, Intensity]
A relationship that has two arguments is called binary; it establishes a link between its two arguments. Hypermedia systems
use mostly binary relationships called links. Database and expert systems use many binary relationships but also
relationships with three or more arguments. We use the specific term link when the emphasis is on binary relationships,
particularly in the context of using these relationships for navigation in a hypermedia system, and the more general term
relationship whenever the context requires it.
Figure 10 gives examples of relationship types; they illustrate the wide range of information that can be represented in a
unified information structure. The relationships are usually given in just one direction, but all are bi-directional; for example,
produces / produced-by.
Some relationships can be applied to many types of objects. For example, produced-by can link any type of object, such as a
document, computer program, or food product to a person, organization, machine, or even an event. (In specific
circumstances, one might use a more specific relationship type, such as authored-by, published-by.) Contradicted-by could
link a mathematical theorem to a counterexample or the campaign statement of a politician to a set of facts. Continued-by is
a navigational link that applies primarily to documents but also to the sequence of elements in a classification or of courses
in a meal; [object-1, path] continued-by object-2, has three arguments to express the fact that an object can participate in
many paths and the continuation object depends on the path. Finally, the relationship has-narrower-term illustrates that
thesaurus relationships are no different from any other relationships in the system, such as covers (or deals-with), and can
be used the same way in searching.
Other relationships are specific to an object type, such as documents and data sets: Has-summary leads from a long to a
short form (a reader looking at the summary but requiring more detail would pursue such a link in the other direction). Hasprerequisite helps a user who does not understand a document to acquire the requisite knowledge; it also supports
constructing a didactically sound path. Has-same-content-as serves to select from several documents that say the same
thing the one that best fits the user's language ability and cognitive style, to warn a user who is about to read something that
merely repeats what she just read, or, conversely, to suggest a different presentation if the user has trouble understanding.
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General relationship types
produced-by
authored-by
issued-by
has-target-audience
supported-by
contradicted-by
praised-by
criticized-by
object covers (or deals-with) concept/
concept covered-in object
term occurs-in document
describes
includes

Relationship types primarily for documents

has-prerequisite
has-summary
has-same-content-as
is-simplified-from
is-later-version-of
written-in
cites
illustrates
Relationship types for organizations and projects
person affiliated-with organization
person directs project
organization funds project

has-special-case

organization carries-out project

term designates concept
Relationships on food products
concept has-narrower-term concept (NT; BT, RT,..)
[object, path] continued-by object

Relationships on issues, objectives, strategies
document helpful-for problem/
problem help-in document
circumstance causes issue
objective addresses issue
objective addresses cause
strategy aims-at objective

Food product has-ingredient
[Food product, rank, total %, solids %,
[purpose list]]
Food product underwent-process
[Process, equipment, temperature,
duration, place/stage, sequence no.,
[purpose list]]
Food product has-constituent
[ChemSubst, rank, total %, solids %]
Relationships for user model
person has-interest [topic, intensity]
person has-knowledge-of [topic, depth]
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Has-ingredients must be able to model actual data about a food product in all their complexity: Brownie has-ingredient
Chocolate does not tell the whole story; one also wants to know that chocolate has rank three in order of predominance,
amounts to 20% based on total weight, contributes 25% of the food solids (the food components after all moisture is removed),
and has the purposes of improving taste and achieving chewy consistency. Modeling this complexity requires a relationship
with six arguments:
Brownie has-ingredient [Chocolate, rank 3, percent of total weight 20%, percent of solids 25%, [purposes: improving
taste, chewy consistency]].
To appreciate the need for this complexity, consider the ingredients of a custard: If it is made with fluid milk, milk is listed as
the first ingredient by total weight, but if it is made with dry milk, milk is listed as the third or fourth ingredient, even though
the content of milk solids is the same, as could be seen from full ingredient information. Statements formed with the
relationship has-ingredient serve many functions: they inform the user about the ingredients of a food, they let the user find
all foods containing a given ingredient, such as chocolate chips or chocolate in any form, they let the user find all ingredients
that have been used to achieve chewy consistency, etc.
An information system should also include user models, data about users (persons, organizations, machines), their
characteristics and needs. User model data are often kept separately, but they can and should be treated just like any other
data, represented as statements in the database. Much of the time, data that tell us something about the user are useful for
other purposes as well; for example, data about the projects a user is working on guide the information provision to that user
but are also used for project management. Document readable-by (Object1, Object2) refers to the physical readability of a
document by object1 (a person or a computer) with the aid of object2 (another device, such as a microform reader or a disk
drive). Processable-by refers to ability of the agent object to do something with the data read, e.g., a file or document being
processable by a computer program or a text being processable by a person (I can physically "read" a printed Swahili text,
but I cannot process it).
The groupings in Figure 10 should not be construed too narrowly. For example, has-prerequisite also links computer
programs A and B where running A requires B. Written-in applies to both documents and computer programs. Hasingredient applies also to drugs.
Sometimes one is interested in objects more than one step away from a starting point, such as starting from an organization
and finding documents authored by any of its members. Then one would follow a chain of links or connection (discussed in
detail in Section 8.2):
organization has-member person, person is-author-of document
To find the business phone number of a person, follow the connection
person affiliated-with organization, organization has-phone number
Named connections express expert knowledge; they define patterns of inference for use in retrieval. Named connections are
a notation for writing simple Prolog rules.
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Figure 10. Relationship types (link types) (types defined based on meaning) (repeated)
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General relationship types

Relationship types primarily for documents

produced-by
authored-by
issued-by

has-prerequisite

has-target-audience

has-same-content-as

supported-by

has-summary

is-simplified-from
is-later-version-of

contradicted-by
praised-by
criticized-by
object covers (or deals-with) concept/
concept covered-in object
term occurs-in document
describes
includes

written-in
cites
illustrates
Relationship types for organizations and projects
person affiliated-with organization
person directs project
organization funds project
organization carries-out project

has-special-case
term designates concept
concept has-narrower-term concept (NT; BT, RT,..)
[object, path] continued-by object

Relationships on issues, objectives, strategies
document helpful-for problem/
problem help-in document

Relationships on food products
Food product has-ingredient
[Food product, rank, total %, solids %,
[purpose list]]
Food product underwent-process
[Process, equipment, temperature,
duration, place/stage, sequence no.,
[purpose list]]
Food product has-constituent
[ChemSubst, rank, total %, solids %]

circumstance causes issue
Relationships for user model
objective addresses issue
person has-interest [topic, intensity]
objective addresses cause

person has-knowledge-of [topic, depth]
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The variety of relationship types reinforces the unified system theme. On the surface, a statement about the ingredient of a
food product may look quite different from a link between two documents, such as document A criticizes document B. But
they can be expressed in exactly the same format, and there are many advantages in doing so. The information structure
management model combines the selective and inferential power of database and expert systems with the interface and
navigational power of hypermedia systems. One integrated conceptual schema is parsimonious: Many relationship types
apply across content areas. More importantly, an integrated schema allows for useful relationships that would be much
more cumbersome in separate systems. For example, a user could find all food products with 20% or more chocolate, select
one of them, follow a link to a text describing it or a picture depicting it; or he could define the neighborhood of all documents
that describe the selected product or any of its ingredients. Or a user could apply a program that computes the nutrient
content data of a prepared food product based on data on the ingredients and nutrient data for each the ingredients, and then
pick a nutrient on the list and retrieve all documents that discuss the importance of this nutrient.

3.3

Neighborhoods and queries

Simple objects are not enough to model the complexities of the real world, for example the composition of documents from
multiple parts. We therefore introduce the concept of neighborhood which will take on particular significance in enabling
powerful searches as discussed in Section 4. A neighborhood (also called region or cluster) is any set or group of objects
together with the relationships that exist among them (Figure 11). A neighborhood can in turn contain neighborhoods. The
term was chosen in keeping with the spatial and navigation metaphor often associated with hypermedia systems.
Usually the members of a neighborhood are selected based on their relationship with one or more other objects. In the
simplest case, a neighborhood consists of all objects that can be reached from a starting object through links of a given type
— the neighbors of the starting object. An example is the neighborhood consisting of all documents in which a given
document is criticized; this neighborhood is assembled by starting from the given documents and following links of the type
criticized-by. There is a direct association between neighborhood and search: A query leads to a neighborhood. Including
queries as objects allows for any kind of statements one wishes to make about a query and thus about the query-defined
neighborhood as a whole.
So far we have discussed the most common way of defining a neighborhood, definition through a query. A neighborhood can
also be defined by enumerating its elements. For example, a user may mark objects encountered in the course of a search
for later examination and processing. The search might be for objects to be included in Exhibit-25 on apocalypse in art; the
user does a broad search and marks the objects worthy of consideration for the exhibit. In doing so, the user in effect
updates the information base: He adds an object that stands for the neighborhood being defined, namely Exhibit-25, and
includes links from that object to all the members of the neighborhood, such as Exhibit-25 includes Art-object-337. Thus in
the future the elements of neighborhood can be found by the query Exhibit-25 includes X.
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Figure 11. Neighborhoods
Neighborhood: any group of objects or neighborhoods, particularly a group identified through links with one or more
other objects, together with the relationships that exist among them.
Examples
All documents in which a given topic, such as comprehension is covered
covered-in

Document D1

Neighborhood

Document D2
Comprehension

Document D6
Document D7

All objects produced-by a given person, e.g. all music composed by Gershwin
Search: Gershwin produces object
All documents in which a given document D1 is criticized, together with the relationships among them (such as
one of these documents citing another)
criticized by Document D12

Neighborhood

Document D13
Document D11 Quantum philosophy

cites
Document D14

All pictures illustrating a given paragraph

All persons producing a given document
All food products having-ingredient a given food product
All food products that occur in a has-ingredients statement in the ingredient role associated with the purpose
chewy consistency

All objects selected by the user during the course of a search for later examination and processing
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Offspring neighborhood. Document as a tree of smaller and smaller units

Neighborhoods based on hierarchical relationships between objects are very important for searching, as discussed more
fully in Section 4.6. Following a hierarchical relationship downward yields an offspring neighborhood; see Figure 12 for
examples.
An object that heads an offspring neighborhood plays an important role as organizing node, establishing a "composition
mechanism" as "a way of representing and dealing with groups of nodes and links as unique entities, separate from their
components" (Halasz 1988, p. 843). Links associated with an organizing node are either non-inheriting or inheriting. A noninheriting link pertains to the organizing node as such or to the totality of the nodes under it; for example, Scientific
American covers All of science is a non-inheriting link since it applies only to the journal (the totality of articles) as a whole,
not to individual articles. An inheriting link applies to every object in an offspring neighborhood formed along a given
relationship; for example Scientific American has-target-audience Educated lay person is an inheriting link since it applies
to each and every article included-in Scientific American. Inheriting links are introduced as a space-saving device: It is
more efficient to assign has-target-audience once to Scientific American as an inheriting link than to assign it to every
single article.

Figure 12. Offspring neighborhoods. Examples
A book and its chapters (one level down)
A book and its chapters, sub-chapters,
sections, and paragraphs
(All levels down)

A journal and its volumes
A journal volume and its issues
A journal issue and its articles.
A concept and its narrower concepts

Book (all levels down)
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Subchapter 2.1
Subchapter 2.2
Section 2.2.1
Section 2.2.2
Paragraph 2.2.2.1
Section 2.2.3
Paragraph 2.2.3.1
Paragraph 2.2.3.2
Chapter 3
cognitive processes
comprehension,
cognitive mapping,
serial ordering,
associative processes,
mental concentration,
ideation,
thinking

An assertion and its special cases
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Links to, from, and between neighborhoods

Neighborhood links are essential in searching; they are defined in terms of links between atomic objects as follows (Figure
13): A from-neighborhood link is any link from any object in that neighborhood. For example, a citation from a journal is
defined as a citation from any article in the journal. As another example, consider a search for all documents in which a
given document is criticized; such documents can be reached from the criticized document following criticized-by links. The
search should find documents criticizing the document as a whole or any part of it; thus it should start from the offspring
neighborhood arising from the top document node and follow the relationship criticized-by from any object in that offspring
neighborhood. A to-neighborhood link is any link that ends up in an object in that neighborhood. A neighborhood-toneighborhood link has neighborhoods at both ends; for example, a journal-to-journal citation link exists whenever any
article from journal A cites any article from journal B.
Figure 13. Neighborhood links
From-neighborhood link (from N1):

A link from any object that is in neighborhood N1

To-neighborhood link (to N2):

A link to any object that is in neighborhood N2

Neighborhood-to-neighborhood link: A link from any object in N1 to any object in N2
Scientific American

<cites>

D237 Breeder reactor technology
D257 New species of insects
D355 The spread of AIDS

Nature
D027 Endangered rain forests

cites

D183 Genetics of the AIDS virus
D549 Electron-positron interactions

Two more elaborate versions of neighborhood links are useful. Instead of requiring a link from or to just one element of N1,
require a link from or to 2 (or n); example: given a neighborhood of documents, find all terms that occur in at least two
documents. (Terms that can be reached from two document neighborhoods that way are bridge terms, Swanson and
Smalheiser 1997). Another type of from-neighborhood link is illustrated by the following example: From a neighborhood of
documents to a list of terms ranked by frequency of occurrence in the documents (implemented as a special command in
some online retrieval systems).
Further elements that make for a richer structure to express still more types of information or knowledge and do more
powerful searches are discussed in Section 8.
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This section discusses the application of the information structure discussed to its ultimate purpose: sophisticated and
powerful searching. Searching can be a very complex task, but much of this complexity can be hidden from the user who is
willing to accept choices made by the system. Complexity behind the scenes adds power and makes the user's life easier.
Alternatively, a search wizard can guide the user through the process of designing his own search, showing all options.

4.1

Definition of search

A total search consists of one or more search steps as illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Sample searches
Example 1. Navigation search
Step 1: A user begins with a problem. The help-in link leads to helpful documents.
Step 2: He starts from one of these documents and uses the has-prerequisite link to find documents she needs in order
to acquire required background knowledge.
Step 3: He selects one of the prerequisite documents, finds it too difficult, and uses it as a new starting point; the
has-simplified-form link leads him to an easier document.

Example 2. Navigation search
Step 1: A user starts with a term and, using the designates link, finds the corresponding concept(s), selects the
meaning he intends, finds the preferred term for the intended meaning, as well as broader and narrower
concepts (a concept neighborhood).
Step 2: She starts from this concept neighborhood and, using the covered-in link, finds documents about or relevant
for the concept.
Example 3. Search based on intrinsic structure
A user starts with two words and looks for all documents in which the two words occur adjacent to each other,
for example, information ADJ retrieval. This search does not use navigation along links. Rather it requires the
system to look inside documents to find the ones that meet the requirement.
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Example 4. Similarity search
A user starts with a known relevant object and looks for objects that are similar in terms of their links to other
objects or in terms of their internal characteristics or a combination thereof. The user must specify the criteria
for judging similarity. For example, the user may look for other objects with similar descriptor assignments or
with similar producers/authors or for documents containing similar words or for a piece of music containing
sequences of notes similar in structure to those found in the known piece. The system must be able to compute
similarity.

This section discusses searching based on the navigation metaphor: following links from a known starting point to an
unknown target. Each search step starts from something that is known, often a starting object or neighborhood, and leads
to one or more target objects or neighborhoods that, one hopes, contribute to the goal. Each object or neighborhood found
along the way may contain some (or all) of the information needed and/or may serve as a stepping stone to further
information, as the starting point in the next search step.
Figure 15. Search: Definition
Total search = series of search steps, each leading
from something known (a known object or neighborhood)
to something unknown but expected to be helpful (one or more helpful target objects or neighborhoods)
An object or neighborhood encountered may be helpful because it
contains some of the information needed and/or
serves as a stepping stone to other objects or neighborhoods.

Examples 3 and 4 illustrate different kinds of searches; these searches require a query formulation. Navigation-based
searches could also be expressed as queries; query-based searching covers all kinds of searches, including searches
based on characteristics that are intrinsic to the target objects rather than relying solely on relationships between objects,
similarity searches, and searches that extract data from databases using a query formulation language such as SQL. A
complete classification of types of searches is presented in Section 9.
In any kind of search the result may be more differentiated than just giving a set of objects judged relevant by the system and
thus retrieved (while rejecting altogether objects not considered relevant). The reality of relevance, or what would be helpful
to the user, is more complex; relevance is a matter of degree. All types of searches can be adapted to return a list of target
objects that is ranked by a criterion that is related in some way to expected relevance.
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Specification of a search based on relationships

This section discusses in detail how to specify a search based on using relationships from one or more starting objects to
identify target objects. For ease of explanation the discussion uses the navigation metaphor, but the concepts apply also to
query-based search using relationships.
In each search step the user must tell the system what he needs through a search specification (query formulation)
consisting of the four elements shown in Figure 16.
Figure 16. Elements of a search specification (query formulation) for a single search step
The general type of target objects or neighborhoods
One or more search criteria, each consisting of
A starting object or neighborhood
A connection condition: the permissible connections from the starting object or neighborhood to the target
objects or neighborhoods.
The display format for data about the target objects or neighborhoods found (or the objects themselves)

The target object or neighborhood specification expresses what the user wants to find — concepts, persons, documents,
offspring neighborhoods of documents, ancestor neighborhoods of documents, assertions, etc. Specifying neighborhoods as
targets is significant in that it determines the scope of a Boolean AND search as explained below.
The first component of a search criterion is a starting object or neighborhood. For the first search step the user may
employ either an object she knows (a problem, a document, a term, a person) or she may select an object from an initial
menu. Or the user may enter a starting object type, such as problem, and in return be shown a menu of possible values to
select from. For the search steps after the first, the starting objects are what the first step has found.
The first component of a search criterion is a connection condition that specifies how to get from the starting object to the
target objects wanted. A connection condition consists of one or more permissible connection types. Often the user's
purpose is achieved best by allowing any of a number of related connection types "in parallel" to get from the starting point to
the targets; in the example that follows, several connection types to be used in parallel are shown in {}. Assume a user is
looking at a given document D1 and wants to find documents that criticize D1 to find out whether she can trust D1. The user
should use several connection types in parallel; the examples illustrate connection types that lead to relevant documents.
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Connection 1: [Document D1 commented-by Document D8],
Connection 2: [Document D1 criticized-by Document D9],
Connection 4: [Document D1 proposes theory T,
theory T commented-by document D10],
Connection 5: [Document D1 proposes theory T,
theory T criticized-by document D20]}.
Each of the connections in this "bundle" will lead to relevant or potentially relevant documents.
The display format indicates what the user wants to see for each object or neighborhood found. For example, for text
documents the user may want to see just titles, or the author (possibly with organizational affiliation) and the title, or the full
text. For images, the user may want to see a thumbnail and copyright and license fee information, or she may want picture
files downloaded in JPEG format. The system gathers this information in an implied search (transparent to the user). The
format also specifies the arrangement of the objects or neighborhoods found (by date, by author, by degree of expected
relevance, as a network based on a specified link type, etc.).
The following sections discuss single-step navigation searches; we begin with the simple — single-criterion searches
starting from a single object and go on to the complex — combination searches with neighborhoods as targets and
searching with hierarchical inheritance. Figure 17 shows the different search types arranged by the two dimensions search
criteria and search targets and gives the section in which each is discussed.
Figure 17. Types of navigation searches
Search criteria

Type of target
Single objects as targets

Neighborhoods as
targets

Section 4.3.1

Section 4.3.2

Search using a single criterion
starting from a single object
starting from a neighborhood
Search using a combination of multiple criteria (Boolean AND
search or weighted search)
starting from a single object or from a neighborhood
Hierarchical inheritance through ancestor neighborhoods as
search targets
Single criterion or combination

Section 4.4
Section 4.5.1

Section 4.5.2

Section 4.6
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Single-criterion search starting from a single object

In a single-criterion search, a single connection going into a target object or neighborhood is sufficient to select that object

4.3.1

Single-criterion search starting from a single object with single objects as targets

This is the simplest kind of search. Examples are given in Figure 18.

Figure 18.

Single-criterion search starting from a single object. Examples

Example 1
STARTING OBJECT: A subject descriptor
TARGET OBJECTS: Documents
CONNECTION CONDITION: covered-in

covered-in

Document D1
Document D2

Comprehension

Document D6
Document D7

Neighborhood
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Single-criterion search starting from a single object. Examples. Continued

Example 2
STARTING OBJECT: A document
TARGET OBJECTS: Descriptors
CONNECTION CONDITION: covers
(The descriptors found might be useful as starting points in further search steps)
covers

alcohol

Document D1

impairment
teenagers
comprehension

Example 3
STARTING OBJECT: A building
TARGET OBJECTS: Documents
CONNECTION CONDITION: {depicted-in, covered-in}
Example 4
STARTING OBJECT: A book

(only the top node for the book as a whole, excluding the nodes for parts of the
book)

TARGET OBJECTS: All objects of any type
CONNECTION CONDITION: Universal link (any link type)

Example 5
STARTING OBJECT: A book (top node only)
TARGET OBJECTS: All objects of any type
CONNECTION CONDITION: Any one-link or two-link connection
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Single-criterion search starting from a single object with neighborhoods as targets

In the examples in Figure 18 single objects are specified as targets for selection. Sometimes one may want to retrieve whole
neighborhoods, for example, whole documents (such as journal articles or books) rather than single paragraphs (Figure 19,
on facing page). Put differently, the whole document should be shown if any of its subordinate objects (sections, paragraphs)
are found. In that case, the search targets can be specified as document offspring neighborhoods. The system finds any
document that fulfills the search criterion and then identifies the whole document to which it belongs. In this example,
specifying neighborhoods as targets of a single-criterion search does not affect retrieval per se but what information is
displayed once an object is found. This is in contrast to combination searches where, as we shall see, it makes a big
difference for retrieval whether atomic objects or neighborhoods are specified as targets.
The second example (Figure 20, below) is more interesting. The type of target neighborhood is a food product with all its
ingredients and their constituents, enabling an allergy sufferer to find all offending foods.

Figure 20.

Single-criterion search starting from a single object with neighborhoods as targets. Example
2

A search for all food products to which a person (or person class) is allergic. This search is complex because
allergic-to statements can refer to food products, such as milk, or to a chemical substance, such as lactose,
and because the offending allergen may be in any ingredient of the food. In other words, this search must find
all food products that directly or indirectly contain something the person is allergic to.
STARTING OBJECT: A person
TARGETS: Neighborhoods consisting of a food product, all food products reachable from it through hasingredient links or chains of has-ingredient links, and all chemical substances reachable from any of
these food products through has-constituent links
CONNECTION CONDITION: allergic-to
An allergic-to link from the person into any element of a target neighborhood is sufficient.
DISPLAY: Show the whole food and the offending ingredients or constituents.
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Single-criterion search starting from a single object with neighborhoods as targets

Search specification
A search for whole documents that deal with a given descriptor, such as Drug treatment. The descriptor could be
assigned to the document as a whole or to any section.
STARTING OBJECT:

Subject descriptor Drug treatment

TARGETS:

Offspring neighborhoods from whole document nodes

CONNECTION CONDITION: covered-in
The connection condition is fulfilled if there is a covered-in link from the descriptor to any
one element (section, paragraph) of a target neighborhood.
DISPLAY:

Show the whole document node with all its subordinate nodes. Highlight the objects to which the
descriptor is assigned.

Search example
covered-in
AIDS
Epidemiology

D355 (The spread of AIDS)
D356 (section Intro)
D357 ...
D358 ...

Drug Treatment

D359 (section Treatment)

Treatment outcome

D360 (section Outcome)

Epidemiology
Treatment

D361 (section Conclusion)
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Single-criterion search starting from a neighborhood.

A single-criterion search starting from a neighborhood considers any object in the neighborhood as a starting point; it is an
implied OR search which leads to many more objects than a search starting from a single object.
The first example (Figure 21) is an inclusive subject search: The system first builds the offspring neighborhood consisting of
a descriptor and all its narrower descriptors and then starts from any descriptor in that neighborhood (rather than be limited
to the one descriptor that heads that part of the hierarchy) to find documents via the connection type covered-in. This is an
implied ORing of the starting descriptors.
The second example (Figure 22) illustrates the usefulness of this method even better. An assertion is contradicted when any
of its special cases is contradicted. So to see all objects that contradict an assertion, start from the assertion itself and find
all objects linked via contradicted-by, but then also start from each of the special cases and follow the same link, that is,
start from the offspring neighborhood.
The third example shows how to find all the documents linked to a given book: Start from the book node itself but also from
all the nodes dependent on the book node via a chain of includes links, that is, an offspring neighborhood.
The fourth example defines a geographical area as a neighborhood of places and then looks for all businesses located there.
This type of search is very powerful since the user can define any starting neighborhood she wants to, using a search of
arbitrary complexity. In effect, the user has the system do a preliminary search to assemble the starting neighborhood for
the main search. Some systems provide shortcuts for defining certain kinds of neighborhoods. For example, when
searching MEDLINE one can use EXPLODE (or, in Dialog, !) to define the offspring neighborhood of a subject descriptor (the
set consisting of the subject descriptor and all descriptors under it in the hierarchy); in this case, the preliminary search is
transparent to the user.
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Single-criterion search starting from a neighborhood. Example 1

Any of the objects in the starting neighborhood can serve as a starting point for the search,
vastly increasing retrieval (implied Boolean OR).
Start from a concept and its narrower concepts, e.g.
Document D8
cognitive processes

cognitive mapping

Document D1
Document D2
Document D6
Document D7

serial ordering

Document D5

comprehension

associative processes
mental concentration

Document D4

ideation
thinking

Figure 22.

Document D3

Single-criterion search starting from a neighborhood. More examples

STARTING NEIGHBORHOOD:

An assertion and all its special cases

TARGET OBJECTS:

All objects of any type

CONNECTION CONDITION:

contradicted-by

STARTING NEIGHBORHOOD:

A book and all its chapters, sections, and paragraphs.

TARGET OBJECTS:

All objects of any type

CONNECTION CONDITION:

The universal link

STARTING NEIGHBORHOOD:

A city and all locations in a 100 mile radius

TARGET OBJECTS:

All businesses

CONNECTION CRITERION:

is-location-of
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Search using a combination of multiple criteria (Boolean AND search or weighted search)

Single-criterion searches are simple but often overly general. More specific selection requires using two or more search
criteria simultaneously — a combination search (Figure 23): For a target object or neighborhood to be selected in a
combination search, it must be reachable by two or more connections, normally coming from different starting objects. A
combination search with direct connections, each using a single link type, is a straightforward Boolean AND. A combination
search with connections of arbitrary length with arbitrary link types is called spreading activation in the context of semantic
networks. The formalism described here lets the user specify anything in between.
4.5.1

Combination search with single objects as targets

Figure 23 gives some simple and familiar examples. The first example is a plain Boolean AND search where the searcher
specifies two descriptors and wants documents that deal with both.
The second example shows the reverse: The searcher uses known relevant documents as starting points to find good
candidate descriptors that can be used to find more documents in the next search step. Using the same Boolean search
method, she can find all descriptors that are used in indexing both documents. These descriptors should be good candidate
descriptors to find more relevant documents, much better than the descriptors used in indexing just a single relevant
document. In the example in Figure 23, there are two known relevant documents, A and B.
Document D1 covers alcohol, comprehension, impairment, teenagers
Document D2 covers comprehension, spatial, sex differences
Clearly comprehension is a much more plausible descriptor for finding more relevant documents than alcohol or sex
differences.
With the general search operator suggested here, this second search follows exactly the same format as the first. In an
extension of this method, the searcher specifies the set of all known relevant objects as the starting neighborhood, and the
system ranks descriptors by the number of objects they index. (This is the reverse of ranked retrieval of objects by starting
with a set of descriptors and ranking objects by the number of descriptors covered in them, see Section 9.3.)
Figure 24 gives a further example that illustrates the need for using offspring neighborhoods as search targets, to be
discussed in Section 4.5.2.
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Combination search (Boolean AND) with single objects as targets
Find all objects that satisfy two or more search criteria simultaneously.

Example 1.

Boolean search for documents: Starting from two descriptors, find all documents in which both
descriptors are covered.
covered-in
teenagers
alcohol
Document D1

impairment
comprehension
spatial

Document D2
sex differences
Example 2:

Starting from two known relevant documents, find all descriptors that are in a covers relationship
from both documents
covers
teenagers
alcohol
Document D1

impairment
comprehension

Document D2

spatial
sex differences

Example 3 (cocitation; exactly the same in format as example 1):
Starting from two documents, find all documents in which both starting documents are cited.
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Figure 24.

Combination search (AND) with individual document nodes as targets
Illustrating the effects of a narrow scope for AND
covered-in

Heroin addiction
Treatment programs

D268 (Methadone effectiveness)
D269 (section Intro)
D270 . . .
D271 . . .

Drug Treatment

D272 (section Treatment)

Treatment outcome

D273 (section Outcome,
patient numbers)

Epidemiology

D274 (section Conclusion)

Cost-effectiveness
AIDS

D355 (The spread of AIDS)
D356 (section Intro)
D357 . . .
D358 . . .
D359 (section Treatment)
D360 (section Outcome)

Treatment

D361 (section Conclusion)

Note that Section D273, and thus document D268, is found since it covers the two query descriptors within the same section.
Document D355 is not found; the two query descriptors are covered in the document as a whole but not in a single section.
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Combination searches with neighborhoods as targets

Combination search with neighborhoods as targets is among the most powerful search features. With combination searches
it makes a big difference what scope we give the AND, whether we restrict the targets to atomic objects or whether we admit
neighborhoods and, if so, what type of neighborhood (Figure 25). Searching for neighborhoods uses to-neighborhood
connections; a to-neighborhood connection exists whenever there is a connection to any element of the neighborhood,
greatly increasing the possibilities for simultaneous satisfaction of two search criteria. By proper definition of target objects
or neighborhoods, the searcher can require, for example, that two terms co-occur in the same paragraph, in the same book
chapter, or in an entire book, or in an entire journal issue, or in the neighborhood formed around a document and all
documents it cites, or in all documents that originated from a research project, or all messages in a news group thread. The
examples show that this concept has very broad application. The examples in Figures 26 and 27 further illustrate this
fundamental concept..
Figure 25.

Combination search (Boolean AND) with neighborhoods as targets

A neighborhood satisfies a search criterion if any of its objects satisfies it.
Examples:
Starting from two descriptors,
find all neighborhoods of a given type cover (are in some way relevant to) both descriptors.
Examples for neighborhood types that make sense here:
Offspring neighborhoods starting from the top node for a whole document, such as book, journal article, or
report, along the link type includes.
Ancestor neighborhoods of any document along the link type includes.
The neighborhood consisting of a document and all the documents it cites.
Example 1 (Figure 26) is straightforward: Whole documents, modeled through offspring neighborhoods, as search targets.
The search specification from Figure 24 is extended to permit two descriptors to occur anywhere in a target neighborhood.
Another kind of document neighborhood useful as search target would be a newsgroup thread with its various messages or a
long document on the Web that is divided into Web pages (chapters) so that a regular Boolean Web search does not find the
document if the two terms occur in different chapters.
Example 2 (Figure 26) generalizes the idea of finding descriptors in common to two relevant objects and using them as
descriptor candidates for further searching. The search now targets descriptor neighborhoods that can be reached from
two relevant objects. In this example, the system finds a broad descriptor in common to two documents even though the
broad descriptor is represented by a different one of its narrower descriptors in each of the two documents. The broad
descriptor and its narrower terms can be very useful for further search.
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Figure 26. Combination search (Boolean AND) with neighborhoods as targets.
Example 1. Starting from two descriptors, find offspring document neighborhoods
covered-in
AIDS

D355 (The spread of AIDS)

Epidemiology

D356 (section Intro)
D357 . . .
D358 . . .

Drug Treatment

D359 (section Treatment)

Treatment outcome

D360 (section Outcome)

Epidemiology

D361 (section Conclusion)

Treatment

Example 2. Starting from two documents, find offspring descriptor neighborhoods that can be reached from both through
covers. Documents D2 and D3 are known to be relevant
covers
spatial
Document D2

sex differences
cognitive processes
comprehension
cognitive mapping
serial ordering
associative processes
mental concentration
ideation
thinking

Document D3
verbal
bilinguals
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Figure 27. Combination search (Boolean AND) with neighborhoods as targets. Example 3.
covered-in

criticized-by

Kant
D12
D13

Document D11 Quantum philosophy

D14
Husserl

Philosophy of science
D16
Document D15 Empiricism
D17

Example 3 (Figure 27) illustrates the power of the general approach. The user is interested in a comparison of Kantian and
Husserlian perspectives with respect to philosophy of science. A direct search did not find anything. But a data mining
approach exploiting the information inherent in the links might find some documents that taken together would shed light on
the subject. If we find a book in this subject area (Document D11) and this book was critiqued from a Kantian perspective in
Document D12 and from a Husserlian perspective in Document D13, reading both D12 and D13 might shed light on the KantHusserl comparison. A search in several steps is needed to find such cases. First search on philosophy of science, resulting
in a set of documents including D11 and D15. To each of these documents corresponds a neighborhood consisting of all
other documents reachable through criticized-by, such as D11 criticized-by D12. These neighborhoods are the targets of a
second search, a combination search for Kant AND Husserl following covered-in. The search finds a neighborhood of
critique documents — a neighborhood bound together by the critique of the same document — whenever it contains at
least one document mentioning Kant and at least one document mentioning Husserl.
Specifying neighborhoods as search targets requires definition of the kind of neighborhood desired, such as offspring
neighborhoods starting at whole document nodes or citation neighborhoods starting at any document following citation links
one step (or two steps, or n steps). Defining target neighborhood types specification of a search pattern: Instead of
specifying an individual starting object, specify a starting object type and the connection type(s) to be used to reach other
elements of the neighborhood. This search pattern is repeated from each value of the starting object type to generate all
possible target neighborhoods.
Present hypertext systems do not allow the specification of neighborhoods as search targets. Thus it is not possible to
conduct a whole-document level Boolean search even if Boolean searching is implemented. Many hypertext systems allow
Boolean searching for an "index search" but not for a search using the typical hypertext links. In bibliographic IR systems
the search level supported depends on the type of descriptor used. Subject descriptors assigned through explicit indexing
are assigned to documents as a whole. With text words, one can specify as the search target a whole document or a
paragraph or a sentence. Another application of this concept is the specification of units for IDF computations or LSI.
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Offspring and ancestor neighborhoods in searching

An offspring neighborhood (Section 3.3.1) is the neighborhood of all the objects reached from some top object following some
hierarchical relationship down, such as a book with its chapters, sections, and paragraphs. Offspring neighborhoods provide
an important structuring mechanism (see Section 3.3.1) and are also important in searching (see Section 4.6.1).
An ancestor neighborhood is the converse of an offspring neighborhood: the neighborhood of all objects that can be
reached from some bottom object following some hierarchical relationship up. Examples: a paragraph in a book or journal
article, the section containing the paragraph, the chapter, and finally the book or article itself; the concept neighborhood
assembled starting from thinking following Broader Term to cognitive processes and finally cognition and memory, thus
{thinking, cognitive processes, cognition and memory}. Ancestor neighborhoods are of importance primarily in searching,
but they are also useful for display: When a given object, such as a document section, is found, displaying the ancestor
neighborhood provides context.
4.6.1

Offspring neighborhoods and searching. Review

An offspring neighborhood can be used as a starting point in a search (Section 4.4). An offspring neighborhood of concepts
implements inclusive (hierarchically expanded) searching, searching for a descriptor and all its narrower descriptors
(explode or cascade, in DIALOG indicated by ! following the descriptor). An offspring neighborhood of assertions supports a
thorough search for evidence disproving the assertion: In a search for counterexamples that disprove a general
mathematical theorem, look for counterexamples for any of the special cases as well.
An offspring neighborhood can also be used to specify the search targets, thus defining a scope for a Boolean search
condition (Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.5.2). A searcher can specify that two subject descriptors must co-occur in the same
section (a very strict condition) or in an entire article (the neighborhood of all sections included in the article, a much looser
condition).
These examples illustrate the power of the general concept of an offspring neighborhood; one formalism handles three
seemingly different situations.
4.6.2

Ancestor neighborhoods and searching. Hierarchical inheritance

An ancestor neighborhood can be used as the starting point in a search to find all objects connected to a given object and its
superordinates, such as all documents on thinking and the concepts in the hierarchical chain above it:
{thinking, cognitive processes, cognition and memory}
More important is the use of ancestor neighborhoods as search targets; they provide an approach to hierarchical inheritance.
Consider a journal article dealing with AIDS. A section in that article might say "Five patients were treated with ... . Three
patients responded to treatment in 7 days ... ". A search for document sections on the treatment of AIDS would not find this
section since AIDS can only be seen from the context of the document as a whole. So the system must consider the link to
AIDS from the node for the document as a whole; the concept AIDS should inherit down to the individual document sections.
To give another example: A user is interested in an explanation of AIDS for the educated lay person. Retrieval must
consider not only subject matter but also the intended audience. The intended audience can often be seen from the journal,
such as Scientific American, in which an article appears. All articles in Scientific American should inherit the attribute hastarget-audience Educated lay person.
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Figure 28 combines both examples to illustrate hierarchical inheritance two steps down. By defining ancestor neighborhoods
as search targets, the Boolean search considers not only the concepts linked to the document section but also the descriptors
linked to the journal article as a whole and to the journal as a whole, thus implementing hierarchical inheritance.
Figure 28a. An ancestor neighborhood seen from the document perspective
D243 (Scientific American)

has-target-audience

Educated lay person

included-in

D355 (The spread of AIDS)

covers

AIDS

authored-by

J. Lu

included-in

D359 (section Treatment)

Figure 28b

covers

Drug treatment

Hierarchical inheritance through ancestor neighborhoods as search targets.
(Using the ancestor neighborhood from Fig. 28a, now seen from a search perspective.)

Search for documents on the Drug treatment of AIDS useful for an Educated lay person.
Educated lay person

AIDS

Drug treatment

is-audience-of

covered-in

covered-in

The sample ancestor neighborhood fulfills all three search criteria.

D243 (Scientific American)

D355 (The spread of AIDS)

D359 (section Treatment)
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Indexing with hierarchical inheritance

Because of its close linkage with searching, indexing with hierarchical inheritance is discussed here, rather than in Section
5. When an indexer works on an object, such as a document, that has multiple objects under it, he must decide at which
hierarchical level a relationship should be made. He should use a principle known from semantic networks and frame
systems: If a relationship applies to all or almost all subordinate objects, establish the relationship at the superordinate object
as an inheriting relationship. If the relationship applies only to a specific object, establish the relationship only for the
specific object. This principle ensures parsimonious indexing with no ill effect for searching, provided hierarchical
inheritance is applied, for example by specifying ancestor neighborhoods as targets as described in Section 4.6.2.
As a first example consider Figure 28a. Here we have a hierarchy of documents: a journal, an article, a section of the article.
A statement that holds for all objects (e.g., all sections) under a superordinate object (e.g., an article) should be made at the
superordinate level. In the example, all articles included in the journal Scientific American are geared to the educated lay
person, so the statement has-target-audience Educated lay person should be made at the journal level. All sections of the
article D355 deal with AIDS, so the statement covers AIDS should be made at the article level. On the other hand, treatment is
the topic of a specific section, so the statement covers Treatment should be made at the section level. Stated differently: The
following statements are true for the section (D359): covers Drug treatment, covers AIDS, has-target-audience Educated lay
person. However, only the first is unique to the section, the other two are already included for superordinate objects. Thus
there is no need to repeat them; only one statement needs to be added.
Figure 29 gives more examples. The second example deals with a hierarchy of descriptors; it is a restatement of a wellknown indexing rule: Rather than assigning several specific descriptors that are all children of the same broader descriptor,
assign the one parent descriptor that includes them all.
The third example also deals with a hierarchy of descriptors, this time in a thesaurus-building context. Rather than giving the
same RT (Related Term) relationship for several specific descriptors that are all children of the same broader descriptor, give
the RT relationship for the one parent descriptor that includes them all.
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Figure 29.

Indexing with hierarchical inheritance. Examples 2 and 3

Example 2:

Considering the descriptor hierarchy in descriptor assignment

4 Search

Assume the following statements are all true:
Document D8 covers comprehension / comprehension covered-in Document D8
Document D8 covers cognitive mapping
Document D8 covers . . .

(serial ordering, associative processes, mental concentration, ideation, thinking)

Using the common parent of all these concepts, one statement will do to sum it all up:
Document D8 covers cognitive processes
Accordingly, if cognitive processes covered-in Document D8 is true, covered-in inherits down to comprehension,
cognitive mapping etc. Thus,
thinking covered-in Document D8

is true through inheritance.

A complete search for thinking should start from the ancestor neighborhood
{thinking, cognitive processes, cognition and memory}

Example 3:

Considering the descriptor hierarchy in establishing thesaurus relationships

Each of the descriptors under cognitive processes is related to intelligence. But instead of eight relationships
comprehension has-Related-Term intelligence, cognitive mapping has-Related-Term intelligence, etc., we
should establish just one inheriting relationship
cognitive processes has-Related-Term intelligence
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Throughout this paper it was assumed that there is a database with a plethora of objects and links. Of course, such a
database must first be created. Somebody or some program must enter the objects and create explicit links between them;
we call this process indexing in the most general sense. Objects and relationships can be created by authors, by specially
appointed editors/indexers, by computer programs, and by users. The following examples illustrate the range.
The author of a whole document creates includes and corresponding continued-by links from the top node for the whole
document to each section, and from each section to paragraphs and figures. In a printed document (or the corresponding
word processor file) these links are presented through the physical arrangement of sections in the whole document and of
paragraphs in each section. To format the document for a hypermedia base, she must provide explicit links. (When a
traditional document is to be included in a hypermedia base, the relationships implied by the arrangement must be converted
to explicit links by the system or an editor.) The author may also create a has-abstract link to another document. By her
choice of words, the author also creates a link between each word in the text and the text section in which the word occurs;
in an index for free-text searching these links are made explicit by a computer program. Specially appointed editors and
"indexers" (in the common, much more narrow usage) create further links; for example, links between subject descriptors
and a document as a whole (the most common form of "subject indexing") as well as links between subject descriptors and
individual document sections or even individual paragraphs. An indexer may introduce (create) subject descriptors and
create links between them, in which case the "indexer" is perhaps better called "thesaurus builder". Many might not even
call establishing links between subject descriptors "indexing", but it is establishing links and requires intellectual decisions.
Having stated the fundamental sameness, we should add that there are also differences: establishing links between
descriptors does involve a different link type, requires a different type of thinking, and has more far-reaching, system-wide
consequences.
There are explicit relationships that are stored as such in the information base and implied (computed) relationships derived
through inference, similarity computation, or by the determination of an optimal reading sequence. Once implied
relationships are derived, they can be added to the database as explicit relationships.
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Part 2. Extensions and refinements
6

Introduction to Part 2

Part 2 begins with a more thorough discussion of the unified view of different types of systems, contrasting it with the view
that considers these systems as fundamentally different and arguing the unified view and its advantages in detail. Section 8
then elaborates on the information structure, discussing additional features — including the representation of metadata —
that increase representational power and search possibilities but also add complexity. Expanding on Section 4, which was
restricted to the simplest form of search, search as navigation, Section 9 gives an overview of all search types. Section 10
elaborates briefly on indexing. Finally, Section 11 addresses design issues that arise in the implementation of the proposed
system.

7

A unified view of systems (expanded from Section 2)

7.1

The multidimensional design space for information structure management systems

The approach discussed in this paper draws its power from its unified view of database systems, expert systems, information
storage and retrieval systems, and hypermedia systems. This unified view provides the user with one set of search tools for
all types of searches. This section concentrates specifically on a unified view of information retrieval and hypermedia
systems and presents a refined analysis of the dimensions along which searches and entire systems can be analyzed (Figure
30, a refinement of Figure 7); these dimensions span a design space.
A1 Type of starting object(s). A typical hypermedia search starts from a paragraph, a picture, or an audiovisual object and
follows links to other such objects. A typical bibliographic search starts from a subject or author and follows links from
these to whole documents.
A2 Role of the starting object in the entire search and A3 Method of finding good starting objects. In the typical
hypermedia search, the user looks at objects that actually provide some of the information needed and uses these same
objects as starting points for the next search step. In a bibliographic IR system, the starting object — a subject descriptor or
author name — is not of interest in and of itself but only as a means of finding target objects. The user must deliberately
search her own memory or a thesaurus to find useful subject descriptors to start the search. In the typical hypermedia
search, the user never worries about finding starting objects because the items of information she reads or looks at will also
lead to further interesting items. In the typical bibliographic IR system, finding the right starting objects is a major concern.
B Method of specifying the starting object(s) and link types: either (1) clicking on elements displayed on the screen
(often a default value) or (2) keying in their identifiers. From a practical standpoint, the ability to select choices by
highlighting values displayed on the screen is essential for attaining the functionality of hypermedia systems, but it is neither
theoretically necessary for hypermedia systems nor limited to them. Selection by clicking is available in modern
bibliographic systems: With a document record displayed, the user can click on an author name or subject descriptor in the
record and thereby initiate a new search. This is a matter not of the basic system nature but of the user-system interface.
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C1 Type of target objects found. The typical hypermedia search leads to the media objects themselves, a paragraph, a
picture, or the full text of a document. The typical bibliographic search leads to references to whole documents; the user
must find the actual text. But some systems first retrieve references and then, in a second step, provide access to full text.
(There may or may not be links, such as citation links, between documents.)
On the other hand, a hypermedia system usually does contain nodes that are bibliographic references, such as an abstract of
a whole document, the whole document itself being stored in the hypermedia base as a group of smaller media objects.
Many databases or information systems deal with objects that cannot be stored as such in electronic form, such as food
products, organizations, or persons. In that case, an electronic information system can give only references. (From a more
general point of view, a storeroom in which food products or technical parts or whatever are kept in an organized fashion is a
retrieval system, albeit not an electronic one.)
C2 Granularity: Size of objects looked for or found. Granularity varies from very specific access to individual
paragraphs, images, or sound packages (such as a passage within a piece of music) to access only to whole documents
(books, book chapters, journal articles, etc.). This marks the difference between the typical hypermedia systems (and fulltext retrieval systems, such as systems that search the full text of laws but may or may not include hyperlinks) and typical
bibliographic retrieval systems, such as library catalogs or abstracting/indexing services.
The following four dimensions are expressions of the degree to which a search is interactive.
D1 The number of search steps in an entire search (information seeking episode). The prototypical hypermedia
search has many search steps, the typical bibliographic search just one.
D2 Number of objects looked for or found in one search step. In the typical hypermedia search, the user is looking for
just the next object to examine. The search following links from the object being examined generally leads to one or a few
other objects. In the typical bibliographic search, the user is looking for a list of references, perhaps 10 or 20, to be used as
the final answer set; a search may retrieve many more.
D3 Number of objects examined upon retrieval before moving on to the next search step. In a hypermedia search the
user often examines only the first of several retrieved objects and immediately uses that object as the starting point in a next
search step. The user of a bibliographic search typically selects and examines a number of relevant documents from the
retrieved set and initiates additional search steps only if the information received is not sufficient or points out another
information need.

Figure 30. Dimensions for analyzing searches and systems (expanded from Figure 7)
Dimension

Typical hypermedia search

Typical bibliographic search
without interaction

A1 Type of starting object(s)

A paragraph, a picture, an audiovisual
object

A search key: A subject descriptor,
person, organization, etc.

A2 Role of starting object in the entire
search

Mostly objects of value in their own
right

Mostly objects used only for
searching

A3 Method of finding good starting
objects

Natural encounter during a search

Deliberate selection

B Method of specifying starting
object(s) and link types

Object currently examined as default
starting object
Selecting link type from display on the
screen

Entering elements from the keyboard

C1 Type of target objects found

Full text, picture, etc.

References to documents

C2 Granularity: Size of objects looked
for or found

Individual paragraphs, images, or
sound objects

Whole documents

D1 The number of search steps in an
entire search

Many

Few

D2 Number of objects looked for or
found in one search step

Few (1 - 5)

Many (10 -20 and up)

D3 Number of objects examined upon
retrieval before moving on to the next
search step in an entire search

Few

Many

D4 Role of the results of a single
search step in the entire search

Piece of a mosaic being built
Stepping stone for further searching

Final answer set of documents to be
read

E Completeness and complexity of
search specification for each search
step

Partial, often implicit

Complete, often carefully worked out
Complex

Simple
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Often built in as an essential part of
the system

Usually non-existent
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D4 Role of the results of a single search step in the entire search. What does the user do with the search results? She
may consider the results of one search step merely as a piece of a mosaic being built through many steps — the berrypicking approach to assembling information, typical of (but by no means exclusive to) hypermedia searches. (The term
berry-picking was actually coined by Bates 1989 in a paper suggesting a highly interactive and incremental approach for
bibliographic retrieval.) Or the user might use the object(s) found as stepping stones for further searching, without or in
addition to using them as sources of information in and of themselves, also fairly typical of hypermedia searches. Or the
user might look at the results of a search step as the final answer set giving all the needed information, the system having
done all the work assembling the answer without assistance from the user interacting with the system.
E Completeness and complexity of search specification required in each search step. The definition of a search step
developed so far — starting from a single starting object and selecting all target objects reachable by a given type of link
— is oversimplified. While this simplicity will do for some searches, others use a much more complex search specification,
such as a Boolean query formulation or a query formulation using a relationship with multiple arguments (see Section 9).
Devising such a query formulation requires effort. The typical bibliographic IR system works best with a complete and
carefully worked out query formulation. In the typical hypermedia search the user is not even aware that she uses search
specifications as she selects a link type for a search starting from the object being examined. A search may consist of one
very complex step or of many simple steps.
F Ability of the user to augment the data base. Some hypermedia systems allow the user to add new objects and new
links, either public or private; searching and the user's own work of reading, note-taking, commenting, and writing are not
separate activities but all integrated in the interaction with a hypermedia system. Allowing user feedback to update and
improve the database would also be a great benefit in bibliographic retrieval but is much less common there.

The dimensions discussed are to some extent independent from each other. For example, the Information Navigator by IME is
a bibliographic retrieval system with a "hypertext feel" to it. (It is advertised as a hypertext application.) Like any
bibliographic IR system, the Information Navigator displays bibliographic records consisting of a number of fields on the
screen. (The underlying data store is arranged according to the entity-relationship approach, but that is not important for the
discussion here.) Unlike other bibliographic IR systems, the Information Navigator lets the user select any object (person,
organization, subject, series title) displayed on the screen as the starting point for a new search. Thus, if the user found a
document in a subject search and wants to find more documents by the same author, she merely needs to highlight the
author's name on the screen and press the search key. If one of the documents thus retrieved has an interesting subject
descriptor, the user merely highlights it and presses the key for a thesaurus search to find broader, narrower, and related
descriptors. Merely highlighting one of these and pressing the search key starts another subject search.
7.2

The functions of objects and relationships

This section elaborates on the various functions objects and relationships serve in structuring and searching information,
strengthening the unified view.
7.2.1

The five functions of objects
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The five functions of objects (entities, nodes)

An object can serve one or more of these functions
1

Participate in relationships that model actual data

2

Represent data for assimilation by users (documents)

3

Serve as an access point that leads to other objects
Example: Subject descriptor
But: Entry for subject descriptor also useful in itself, as in a dictionary.

4

Provide a focus for the organization of the database

5

Serve as focal points for relationships that pertain to all elements of a neighborhood (inheriting relationships)

First, objects participate in relationships that model actual data. One can make a statement about chocolate chip cookies
only if chocolate chip cookie is an object in the information base.
Second, objects represent data for assimilation by users. A paragraph, a figure, a sound document are meant to transmit
information, to enter the user’s cognitive or affective sphere.
Third, an object may serve as a starting point or a query element to access other objects; for example, a concept or a person
can serve as access point to documents, software objects, or organizations. Some objects, such as concepts to be used as
subject descriptors, are introduced primarily for the access function. However, information about concepts is also useful in
itself: Definitions may be of interest, and thesaural relationships (Broader Term, Narrower Term, Related Term) contribute to
the definition and otherwise convey information, thus helping a user whose final information need is clarification of the
meaning of a term. This illustrates a general point: An object can, and often does, serve several functions simultaneously.
Fourth, objects provide a focus for the organization of the information base; this function is very important for hypermedia
bases. The head of an offspring neighborhood, such as the top node for a book leading to all the chapters, or a path object
serve this function.
Fifth, objects serve as focal points for relationships that pertain to all elements of a neighborhood (inheriting relationships).
For example, the relationship Scientific American has-target-audience Educated lay person is introduced with the idea that it
holds for all the articles included-in Scientific American (hierarchical inheritance).
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The two functions of relationships (links)

Figure 32.

The two functions of relationships (links)

Modeling actual data
Examples:
Food product 1 has-ingredient [food product 2, ...]
Data set supports assertion
Pointing to other objects
Most links
Examples for links established primarily as pointers:
Document includes document
Document continues document
Concept covered-in document

First, relationships serve to model data by connecting objects to construct statements. The has-ingredient relationship for
food products is an example. Another example is data set supports assertion, a factual statement made possible by including
the relationship type supports in the conceptual schema.
The second function of relationship or links is to point to other objects. Most relationships established to model actual data
can also be used as pointers: On the one hand, I may want to know the ingredients of chocolate chip cookies; I use the
relationship has-ingredient for its substantive information value. On the other hand, I may want to use this relationship to
find all foods containing chocolate chips, in which case I use it as a pointer for retrieval purposes. Links between documents
are established primarily for their pointer value. Document D355 includes Document D359 does make a statement about
these two objects, but the main purpose of the link is to point the reader of Document D355 to Document D359.
The observation that objects (entities) and relationships (links) serve multiple functions, some more familiar in the database
world and some more familiar in the hypermedia world, underscores the advantage of the unified view presented in this
paper. It shows that existing systems set up primarily to store factual data can be navigated (provided proper software
support) and existing systems set up primarily for navigation can be used to look up facts.
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Elements of a unified information structure (augmenting Section 3)

The subsections of this section present features added to the information structure. They can be read independently from
each other.
8.1

Defining schema neighborhoods — Modeling the semantic structure of a document

Schema neighborhoods are useful for the creation and display of structured documents, such as legal cases (Halasz 88, p.
843). As the example in Figure 33 shows, a schema neighborhood consists of a head object of a given type (in the example
the type legal case) together with nodes related in one of several ways. A system can support the creation of structured
documents by asking the user for the type of document to be created and then displaying the appropriate schema template.
It can support the display of structured documents by showing the schema outline when the head node is displayed. The
relationship to frames is evident.
Schema neighborhoods share many characteristics of offspring neighborhoods (Section 3.3.1)
Figure 33.

Schema neighborhood example: Legal cases

Head node for the legal case as a whole
The schema neighborhood for a legal case includes nodes related in one of the following ways:
Legal case deals-with-facts object
Legal case deals-with-issues object
Legal case reached-decision object
Legal case gives-rationale object
Each of these four objects is the head of an offspring neighborhood containing nodes for the individual facts, the
individual issues, the elements of the decision, and the elements of the rationale, respectively. Issues can be
represented as descriptors from a classification of legal issues or by a textual description or both.

8.2

More on connections

Connections were introduced briefly in Section 3.2 as a means to extend a search along a chain of links to lead from the
starting point to search targets. Connections add considerable power to searching; named connections are equivalent to
simple Prolog rules (see Section 8.2.1).
As an example, consider the connection
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[Greek vase has-instance PhysicalObject-1, PhysicalObject-1 depicted-in Slide-567]
It leads from the descriptor Greek vase to a slide depicting one. The connection type is
[Concept has-instance PhysicalObject, PhysicalObject depicted in Slide].
A connection type is defined as a chain of links, each link belonging to a specified link type. We include "chains" consisting
of a single link, called direct connection; a connection consisting of two or more links is called an indirect connection.
For examples see Figure 34.
An indirect connection can be identified by a name, and that name can then be used just like a simple link, except that the
system — transparent to the user — follows several steps.
Often an indirect connection has a meaning equivalent to (serves the same or similar purpose as) a direct connection. For
example,
[Person P affiliated-with Organization O,
Organization O has-phone Phone number N]
is for many searches equivalent to (can be substituted for)
Person P has-phone Phone number N
The system should tell the user who employs a direct connection about equivalent indirect connections that offer added
possibilities for reaching relevant objects. To do so, the system must know such equivalencies and other relationships
between connection types.
Named connections provide a quick way for specifying a search step. Equivalencies between connections let the system
expand the user’s search specification. This is an application of expert knowledge stored in the system to assist the user.
It is often convenient to use a connection in the definition of a still more complex connection; thus on the most general level
connection is defined recursively as a link or a chain of connections.
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Figure 34. Connections and relationships between them
Sample connection type
[Concept has-instance PhysicalObject, PhysicalObject depicted-in Slide]
Direct and indirect connections
A direct connection connects two objects through a single link
Examples
Connection 1: [Document D1 commented-by Document D8]
Connection 2: [Document D1 criticized-by Document D9]
Connection 3: [Person P has-phone Phone number N]

An indirect connection connects two objects through two or more links via intermediate objects
Examples`
Connection 4: [Document D1 proposes Theory T,
Theory T commented-by Document D10]
Connection 5: [Document D1 proposes Theory T,
Theory T criticized-by Document D20]
Connection 6: [Person P affiliated-with Organization O,
Organization O has-phone Number N]

Relationships between connections (knowledge used for intelligent search support)
(For a fuller treatment of metadata see Section 8.6.)
Connection 2 isa Connection 1
Connection 5 isa Connection 4
Connection 4 equivalent-to Connection 1
Connection 5 equivalent-to Connection 2
Connection 6 equivalent-to Connection 3
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Connections as rules

Consider the connection
[Person P affiliated-with Organization O,
Organization O has-phone Number N]
We could assign to this connection the name
Person has-business-phone Number
with the effect that the user could use has-business-phone like a single relationship, and the system would use the
connection to reach the desired objects.
This is equivalent to the Prolog rule
Person has-business-phone Number :Person affiliated-with Organization,
Organization has-phone Number.
The connection name is the head of the rule, the individual links are the conditions.
8.2.2

Complex connections

The definition of some quite natural connection types requires more than just chaining different link types together. One may
want to repeat a link type several times in the chain, as in example 1 in Figure 35. We could, of course, have written the hasRelated Term link twice, but the syntax in Figure 35 is shorter and more elegant. Example 2 illustrates the more important
case where one wants the system to follow a link type an unknown number of times until an end point is reached (in
technical terms: compute transitive closure.) For example, when looking for all objects that are hierarchically below
(offspring) or above (ancestors) the system must follow an unknown number of includes or included-in links. In a language
like Prolog one would use a recursive rule to handle this situation. The syntax proposed here, substituting the "wild card"
character * for a fixed number, is intuitive even for the less sophisticated user.
An element in a complex connection definition could be single link type, such as includes, or it could in turn be a connection.
Instead of insisting on a single link type at a given place in the chain, one could allow for several link types to be followed in
parallel. That is, link types and connection types can be assembled into neighborhoods of connection types called bundles.
Any link or connection type in the bundle will do to lead from one object to another. Such bundles can again be named, and a
good system would provide built-in bundles with names that the searcher could use without knowing the details of the
definition. For example, a system might provide the bundle
produced-by-expanded =
{produced-by, authored-by, compiled-by, edited-by, illustrated-by, translated-by}
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Figure 35. Specifying connections with repeating links
Example 1: Fixed number of repetitions
[Subject-1 has-Related-Term Subject-2 (2)]
Starting from Subject-1, this connection leads to other subjects that are one or two steps away following the
has-Related-Term relationship.
Example:
learning RT cognitive processes, cognitive processes RT intelligence

Example 2: Repetition until an end point is reached
[Subject-1 includes Subject-2 (*)]
Starting from Subject-1, this connection leads to other subjects included in Subject-1, an arbitrary number of
levels down. (Includes is a very general relationship type; in a thesaurus one would use the designation NT for
Narrower Term.)
Example:
cognition and memory includes cognition
cognition includes cognitive processes
cognitive processes includes comprehension
...
cognitive processes includes thinking

[Object covers Subject-1, Subject-1 includes Subject-2 (*)]
This finds all subjects connected with a known object, and then for each of these subjects all subjects included.

This would make many searches more convenient. This bundle is actually the offspring neighborhood of produced-by in a
hierarchy of relationship types (see Section 8.7 on metadata).
Replacing a relationship type by a relationship bundle that includes it relaxes the search specification. One could relax the
specification still further to the universal link type (any link type will do) and thus define a connection of a given length
regardless of link types in the chain.
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Do not confuse connections with paths to be discussed in the Section 8.3. A path specifies a sequence of objects (or nodes)
for perusal by a user, it defines one of the myriad possible sequences and thus relieves the user of the burden of determining
at every turn which way to go. A connection on the other hand, defines a "jump" from a starting object to a target object,
where the jump can be a single jump or a "multi-jump" following several links in a row.

8.2.3

Weighted links

Not all links of a given type are of equal strengths. A document may cover some concepts in depth and others only in
passing. Some of a person’s interests may be passionate and others only minor. An animal may feed mainly on plants but
occasionally on other animals. Assigning a linking strength or weight to the link allows for a more faithful representation of
these situations. In multi-argument relationships. a weight could be assigned to each argument place or slot. The linking
strengths of a neighborhood-to-neighborhood link can be defined as a function of the number of element-to-element links.
For example, the strength of the directed citation link form Journal A to Journal B could be defined as the number of citations
from articles in A to articles in B, or as the sum of the weights of these citations. The linking strength of a connection can be
defined in terms of the linking strengths of its constituent links or connections.
With weighted links neighborhoods become fuzzy sets. Linking strength can be used in computed relevance scores in
ranked retrieval as discussed in Section 9.3.1.

8.3

Paths and scripts

Often a user is better served by reading a logically arranged sequence of documents than by hopping from node to node. A
stored path prepared by an editor allows just that. Such a path corresponds to a traditional article or book. The same
problem arises in writing computer programs. When a program is divided into a number of pieces, some orderings are
necessary for compilation and additional orderings are helpful for understanding by a human reader. A user may also want
to preserve her own path through the hypermedia base.
A path is a neighborhood in which continued-by relationships induce a linear ordering of the objects in the neighborhood.
There is one object for the path as a whole. This object contains the path name and may be linked to the creator, target
audience, subject descriptors, etc. It must also be linked to the first actual object of the path. This object leads in turn to the
second object through a relationship (object-1, path) continued-by object-2. Alternatively, the objects on a path could all be
linked directly to the path node by a relationship path-object includes-with-sequence (object, sequence-number). This
relationship is a special case of includes; it imposes a sequence on the included objects. This is a detail of implementation of
little concern to the user.
An object on a path can in turn be a path. Thus a book can be represented as a path of chapters, each chapter as a path of
sections, and each section as a path of paragraphs and figures.
A script is an object that contains instructions that "orchestrate the display of other [objects]" (Halasz 1988, p. 846). A script
guides the user through an information base, possibly in a very prescriptive manner. For example, a script might organize a
programmed instruction sequence that draws on a hypermedia base. As the script is run, information is presented, the user
is asked questions, and the next item of information presented is chosen based on the answers. Another script might have
instructions for putting together a document using documents, retrieving data and calling a program to represent these data
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graphically, retrieving other data and applying a natural language generator, etc.; such a script could be called a virtual
document.

8.4

Statements about statements or statements as objects

As discussed in Section 3.2, an information base consists of statements created by relating one or more objects through a
given relationship type. Statements can themselves be objects that can participate in relationships, as in the following
examples.
Document D18 disputes statement [Data Set A supports Assertion B]
Somebody claims that Data Set A supports Assertion B, but Document D18 disputes that claim. The relationship of D18 is
neither to the data set A alone nor to the assertion B alone but to the statement linking them.
Document D19 disputes statement [Document D12 criticizes Document D11]
Again, the relationship is not from D19 to just D12 or to just D11 but to the criticizes link between the two.
An important use of the ability to make statements about statements is the expression of truth values, since the truth of
statements in an information base is seldom absolute. Since the truth or surety of a statement may depend on whom you ask,
a three-way relationship is required:
statement is-believed-by [object, strength]
where the object holding the belief could be a person or the system itself (indicating the strength of the consensus belief held
by the system builders).

8.5

Virtual objects: Links as program calls

When a target object is not available, it can often be generated. For example, a user may start from a given data set and look
for pictures that represent it graphically. Suppose no such picture is found but that the system includes a graphics program
that could generate one. The system must provide for a link from the relationship type graphically-represented-by to the
graphics program, use that link to find the program, call the program with the data set as argument, and display the
graphical representation on the screen. All this is transparent to the user; as far as the user is concerned, there is a
graphical representation in the information base, and she found it by following the appropriate link. Since there is, in fact, no
such image stored, the image can be considered as a virtual object and the graphically-represented-by link as an implied
link to a virtual object (implied since it is not stored explicitly but inferred from the type "data set" of the starting object).
Here is another example of a virtual object: If the relationship other-language-version/French does not find a document, the
system could invoke a translation program. Note that these programs are objects or neighborhoods in the information base;
there might be a node for the overall program and hierarchically lower nodes for the program modules, other nodes for
documentation, etc. (see Section 8.6).
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In a virtual link, the call to a program is implicit and transparent to the user. An explicit call to a program or function, either
by entering the name or selecting from a menu, could also be handled by the general syntax of invoking a link.

8.6

Modeling a programming environment

Programming environments are now designed as hypermedia/database systems with exciting new possibilities. A brief
sketch of a hypothetical system is included here to illustrate how the unified systems approach can be used to model the
capabilities of modern CASE (Computer Assisted Software/Systems Engineering) systems and perhaps even improve their
design.
A programming environment requires additional object and relationship types that open new ways of supporting the
programmer (Figure 36):
-

When the programmer modifies a program, the system can display all calls to that program (particularly handy
where the change involves the parameters needed in a program call).

-

When the programmer modifies a variable definition or when she modifies a program part that changes a variable
value, the system can display all programs using that variable.

The most helpful part might be the linkage to documentation.
-

Whenever a program part is changed, the system shows the corresponding parts of the documentation (both system
documentation and user manual) or at least alerts the documentation editor.

-

The following example illustrates even tighter integration. Programs and user documentation often include the
same value lists (for example, a list of relationship symbols allowed in a thesaurus). Rather than maintaining such
a list in both places and risking inconsistency, one should be able to maintain just one list with appropriate format
conversion for program or documentation use, respectively.

-

The programmer can search the program (function) library for programs serving a given purpose and select from
the retrieved list directly into her program.

These are just a few examples of the support an information structure management system could provide to the programmer.
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Some additional object and relationship types for a programming environment

Additional object types
Variable
Instruction
Program segment, function (module, routine), program file are all covered by object type Program. A hierarchy is
established by includes
Program type (with values source file, object file, and executable file)
Program purpose (such as sorting a list or extracting a substring)
Value list
Menu text

Additional relationship types
program calls program
program serves program purpose
program defines variable
program changes variable
program uses variable
program affects program (This relationship can often be inferred.)
document documents program
program includes value-list
document (part of documentation) includes value-list

8.7

Metadata: Data about the data structure

Knowledge about the data structure is important for searching; it has far-reaching consequences for many searches. This
type of knowledge enables the system to behave much more intelligently. We will discuss two kinds of knowledge about
structure. The first deals with hierarchical and other relationships between object types and between relationship types, the
second with specification of the circumstances under which hierarchical inheritance is valid.
We use a very specific and restricted definition of the term metadata: metadata are data about the data structure, about
relationships between object types and between relationship types. Often the term is used much more loosely to refer to data
about data-containing objects used for the purpose of finding or evaluating such objects. In our view, these data are not
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distinct in principle from any other kind of data; in fact, it is the use of a piece of data that makes it metadata in the loose
definition.
8.7.1

Relationships between object types and between relationship types. Object types and relationship types
as objects

The importance of knowledge about relationships between object types and between relationship types for searching is
illustrated through the following examples.
Example 1. When a searcher specifies text document as the target object type, the system should also look for the more
specific object types journal articles, government reports, etc.
Example 2. When a user, after reading a paragraph, wants to find paragraphs commenting on it and thus specifies the
relationship type commented-by to lead to other paragraphs, the system should also use the more specific relationship types
supported-by and criticized-by. In order to do this, the system must know the hierarchy of object types and the hierarchy of
relationship types. In both cases, the system should assemble the offspring neighborhood of the object type or relationship
type, respectively.
How to represent relationships between object types and between relationship types? On a formal level, these relationships
are no different from relationships between any other object, and the system should treat them that way both internally and in
the user interface. The operation to see the object types that fall under document should be no different from the operation to
see all objects included in a given book or all concepts narrower than cognitive processes. Thus the simplest way of
representing these relationships is to consider object types and relationship types as objects and use the general information
structure machinery.
Figure 37 and 38 give further examples of these relationship types.
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Figure 37. Relationships between object types
Journal article

isa

Government report isa

Document
Document

Text object

isa

Document

Map

isa

Visual object

Visual object

isa

Audiovisual object

Sound object

isa

Audiovisual object

Audiovisual object isa
City

Document
is-part-of

address

Figure 38. Relationships between relationship types
Document
criticized-by
Document
Document
praised-by
Document
Person
is-author-of
Document

isa

Document
commented-by
Document

isa

Document
commented-by
Document

inverse-of

Document
has-author
Person

Universal relation or link as the top of the isa hierarchy
In indexing:

relationship type not specified

In searching:

any relationship type acceptable
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Inheritance specifications

Section 4.6 demonstrated the importance of hierarchical inheritance for efficient information storage and retrieval. So the
system must know when to apply hierarchical inheritance, and the specifications for this are by no means simple. Figure 39
gives examples of hierarchical inheritance specifications expressed in the general entity-relationship syntax used for all the
data in the model.
Figure 39. Hierarchical inheritance specifications
document has-target-audience group of persons

inherits-down-along includes

document covers concept

does not inherit down (no statement would be stored in the
database)

food product has-constituent chemical substance

inherits-down-along is-ingredient-of
(if egg has-constituent fat
and egg is-ingredient-of custard,
then custard has-constituent fat)

food product underwent-process process

inherits-down-along includes
if the meaning is
any of the ingredients underwent the
process
but not if the meaning is
the food product as a whole underwent the
process

food product 1 isa food product 2

does not inherit down
(egg isa unprocessed food
and egg is-ingredient-of custard
do not imply
custard isa unprocessed food)

Any relationship whatever

inherits-down-along inverted-isa
(with exceptions explicitly indicated in the
database)
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Search (augmenting Section 4)

Section 4 discussed one kind of search, search based on following relationships (links), and used the navigation metaphor to
describe searches. But, as mentioned in Section 4.1, there are other types of searches. This section presents an overview
and briefly discusses the other search types. Sections 9.1-9.3 form a logical progression, while Sections 9.4-9.6 are
independent.
Figure 18.

Types of search

Search based on relationships between objects (Section 9.1)
Search based on using relationships from one or more starting objects to identify target objects (Section 4,
Section 9.1.1)
Two perspectives:
Search as navigation (based on links, that is, binary relationships)
Search as query-based retrieval (based on relationships of any order)
Similarity search based on relationships: Find objects with a neighborhood similar to a specified "query
neighborhood". The query neighborhood can be specified as the neighborhood of a starting object. (Section
9.1.2)
Search based on intrinsic properties of objects (Section 9.2)
The big divide is between searches based on relationships between objects (Section 9.1) and searches based on intrinsic
properties of objects (Section 9.2). (Of course, there are searches combining criteria from each.) Searches based on
relationships do not look inside the objects (texts, images, sound clips). In some ways this is limiting. As an example,
consider a search where the user draws an arbitrary shape and asks for images that contain a similar shape; this search
requires an examination of the (digitally stored) images in the collection. As another example, consider a search that looks
for texts that contain a specified syntactic pattern or that contain two words in a given syntactic relationships (or just in
proximity to each other). Again, that requires analysis that looks into the texts. More generally, these searches are based on
internal properties of objects or, with neighborhoods as search targets, on the structural properties of a neighborhood
derived from the configuration of relationships within it.
Searches based on relationships can in turn be divided into those that use a starting object and follow relationships to target
objects, using either the navigation or the query metaphor (Section 9.1.1), and those that are based on the similarity of the
neighborhood surrounding an object to a query neighborhood (Section 9.1.2).
Section 9.3 introduces more complex search algorithms that achieve a ranking of retrieved objects by expected relevance,
possibly through the use of weights. Section 9.4 discusses a number of refinements of search process: meaningful
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arrangement, assembling a result neighborhood, limiting the search to a specified neighborhood. Section 9.5 discusses
further search refinements and Section 9.6 introduces the perspective of search as inference.
The systems described in Croft 1989 and Thompson 1989 illustrate several of the individual approaches that we discuss here
in a general framework.

9.1

Search based on relationships between objects

9.1.1

Navigation and query-based retrieval as two perspectives on searching

Searches differ in the method used to get from the known to the targets. In the search examples given in Section 4, the
method is navigation based on links (binary relationships). The user specifies his query by selecting an object on the screen
as the starting object and selecting a type of link to follow. The same result could be achieved by formulating an explicit
query, such as
Find all documents that have a covers link to AIDS
or, expressed in terms of field values
Find all documents with DE(scriptor field) = AIDS.
Of course the query could combine several conditions using Boolean operators, such as
Find all documents that have a covers link to AIDS AND to Drug treatment
AND a has-target-audience link to Educated lay person
More complex cases, particularly searches using higher-order relationships, require an explicit query. The distinction
between search as navigation and search as query-based retrieval (Halasz 1988, p. 841) is more a matter of perspective than
of the basic nature of the search; they are two different metaphors for the same process. The search procedures
corresponding to these metaphors are different, but this is a matter of degree rather than absolute difference (see Sections 2
and 7). The nature of the starting object (for example, document vs. subject descriptor) may also play a role in determining
the perspective. As the discussion and the examples in Section 4 make very clear, the principle is always the same: The user
starts from an object or neighborhood and, following a given link type, finds other objects or neighborhoods.
The typical hypermedia search uses the navigation metaphor. The starting object is the document (a paragraph of text, a
picture, etc.) currently on the screen, and the user expects to find just one, or at most just a few, documents to look at next.
The document found then becomes the starting point for the next search step, and so forth. A system might facilitate this
process by showing on the screen a "map" of the links between objects, an outline being a special case.
The typical bibliographic search uses the query metaphor. The starting object is a subject descriptor or an author name, and
a link type is often specified. The user won't be surprised to to find 30 or 50 or even 200 documents. A query can also be
more complex, combining several starting objects and requiring that a target be reachable from all. Query formulations are
also required for searching data represented through relationships with many arguments, for building elaborate inferences
into a search, or for deriving new data through processing. Such query formulations can get quite complex. Consider, for
example, queries in a database query language such as SQL.
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Another view of query-based search: Search for objects based on the match of their neighborhood to a
query neighborhood

This section presents a different view of query-based searching, introduced first through an example. In a navigation
search, a search on the concept of thinking was accomplished by specifying thinking as a starting point and following
covered-in links. Instead, we could instruct the system to find all documents whose covers neighborhood contains thinking.
Or we could require the presence of two concepts in such a neighborhood, say thinking and alcohol. In this search the
system is viewed as examining the neighborhood of each target object to see whether it meets certain criteria. The
specification of these criteria is a query. The criteria for specifying the query neighborhood can include all types of direct or
indirect connections, making possible complex searches that could not be accomplished by navigation. The user can also
pick a known relevant object and request target objects that have the same neighborhood with respect to one or more
connection types; for example, objects that are indexed by the same descriptors as the known relevant object. The relevant
object, through its relationships with other objects, defines the query formulation.

9.2

Search based on intrinsic characteristics of objects or neighborhoods

So far, we have discussed searching based on the relationships or links between objects or neighborhoods. But selection of
objects or neighborhoods can also be based on their internal structure or other properties. For example, free-text searching
uses operators such as ADJacent, which requires that two words occur next to each other in the text (or no more than n
words apart), or an operator requiring two words occurring in the same sentence. Free-text search systems that deal only
with whole documents also provide an operator requiring that two words occur in the same paragraph. A hypermedia
system that deals with paragraphs as objects does not need such a paragraph operator, since the search can just specify
paragraphs as target objects. With parsers and computing resources both improving, we will soon see operators that allow
the specification of syntax-based dependencies of words in text.
One can think of analogous examples in searching for pictures and for pieces of music. Assume a system that stores
digitized images and that includes a picture recognition program capable of identifying subjects depicted, such as buildings
and persons. One could then search for all pictures that depict a person inside a building. Similarly, with digitally stored
music one could search for all pieces of music that follow the form abba or that include a certain theme or a sequence
similar to a theme.
The search targets can be atomic objects. Determining the internal structure of atomic objects requires programs, such as
parsers, that can read the objects and process them to recognize the structure. (Halasz 1988, p. 842, calls this content
search.) The search targets can also be neighborhoods. Determining the internal structure of a neighborhood requires a
structure-recognition program that processes the links within the neighborhood. (Halasz 1988, p.842, calls this structure
search.) Note that this is quite different from retrieval based on external links from or to a neighborhood.
An internal property search can use exact match or a similarity criterion (see Section 9.3).

9.3

Search based on a relevance score rather than exact match

The searches discussed so far are exact match searches; a target object is either found or not found. But a user will find
some of these objects more relevant than others, and will judge even some of the objects not found somewhat relevant. So a
more realistic approach is to have the system compute a score of expected relevance.
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In a navigation search there are several mechanisms that can be used in such a computation. The user can vary the
emphasis on starting objects and on the connections that lead to targets by assigning weights; this is particularly useful in
the case where there are several starting objects used as alternate starting points (Boolean OR) or where there are several
connections to be used in parallel. The system then might compute a relevance score as
query weight of starting point x query weight of connection x indexed weight of connection
(indexed weights for connections were discussed in Section 8.2.3). The weight of the starting point can further be modified
by considering its intrinsic property of being useful for retrieval; inverse document frequency (IDF) has ben used as an
indicator of such intrinsic usefulness. The computation might also consider the number of links in a connection, particularly
in a connection that is defined with an arbitrary number of links (as defined in Section 8.2.1).
If there are several starting points such that target objects must be reachable from all (Boolean AND), the weight of a target
might be computed as the sum of the weights determined from each of the starting points (which would result in a score even
if the target object is reachable only from two of three required starting points.)
A search based on matching neighborhoods can be extended to a search resulting in relevance scores very naturally. We
relax the condition that the neighborhood of an object must match the query neighborhood exactly and only require that the
neighborhoods be similar in some way. Some possibilities for defining similarity between neighborhoods are given in Figure
40.
Figure 40. Similarity search

Starting from an object or a neighborhood, find objects or neighborhoods with similar surroundings or define a "query
neighborhood” and find objects or neighborhoods whose surroundings are similar to this query neighborhood.
Two objects or neighborhoods have similar surroundings if the patterns of links emanating from them are similar. This
could be restricted to types of links, for example
Two documents (or other objects) are similar if they have links to many of the same concepts. Even better, the
similarity algorithm could give some credit for related concepts, where concept relationships can be given
explicitly or inferred by similarity as described below in the example immediately following.
Two concepts are similar if they are linked to many of the same objects (put differently, if the sets of objects
linked to each show considerable overlap).
Two documents are similar if they share many cited documents.
Two assertions are similar if contradicted by many of the same statements.

The possibilities for formulating similarity criteria are limitless. The user specifies the object to serve as the standard of
comparison and the type(s) of connection(s) to be used in assembling the surroundings of the object. For a simple example,
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consider the neighborhood formed around an animal species by following relationships such as has-superordinate taxon
(several levels up), lives-in type of environment, feeds-on object, has-size measure number. If the user simply specifies
"similar", the system could use all direct connections to determine similarity. An important special case is a search for all
objects that occur in a neighborhood of given structure in a given role. For example, one could look for all adjectives used as
modifiers for an animal term.
The objects similar to a given object form a similarity neighborhood. Such a neighborhood could be used in any of the
ways described above. For example the user could specify a Boolean AND search targeting similarity neighborhoods; that is,
the user would instruct the system to select similarity neighborhoods that can be reached from both starting objects.
However, such a search would require very extensive computation.
The principles for computing relevance scores based on the similarity of neighborhoods can be applied equally to search
based on intrinsic characteristics or to search based on a combination of relationship-based and intrinsic criteria.
9.4

Arrangement of research results for ease of processing

Search results should be arranged to support processing by the user. There are many possibilities for such arrangement.
9.4.1

Arranging search results by relevance score

A very popular arrangement is a list ranked by relevance score, highest score first, so that the user can go down the list until
she has found enough objects for her purpose. If the relevance scoring algorithm score reasonably matches relevance as
judged by some expert or by the user (a big if), then relevance ranking should result in the user spending her time profitably
in the upper part of the ranked list.

9.4.2

Meaningful arrangement of search results

Order by decreasing relevance is not always the most helpful order for the user. An arrangement by subject clusters, or by
provenance of the objects found (for example, grouping documents by research project from which they emanate), to give
two examples, may be more helpful. Still another approach is arranging objects in an order that makes sense for perusal,
thus supporting the user in traversing the information base in a logical sequence. While some users might prefer to find their
own way, others might welcome at least suggestions for a sensible path. A user could still detour from or completely leave
the suggested path at any time.
Creating a logical path is difficult. Using a stored path or script is, of course, one solution. But a stored path is usually not
optimally adapted to the needs of the individual user. The ideal system would consider the user's present state of knowledge,
the state of knowledge required to solve the problem at hand, and then construct a path that leads from here to there. In an
education context, the system could produce a "textbook" tailored to the background and learning objectives of an individual
student. For example, one could envision an information base in statistics that would select the text pieces necessary to
achieve an understanding of the statistics topics the user needs to learn about, considering the user's background in
deciding both which topics need to be included and which version of parallel texts to select, select examples from the user’s
subject field, and present the result as a tailor-made statistics textbook. A discussion of how this could be done is well
beyond the scope of this paper, so a few hints must suffice. The system needs to rely on has-prerequisite links to either
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select a document that transmits the information needed without requiring knowledge the user does not have, or, if that is not
possible, include in the constructed path a document that provides the prerequisite knowledge. It must also consider
something more subtle: The reading of one document may train the user in a way of thinking that is helpful in understanding
another document; this kind of relationship establishes a basis for sequencing. The system must consider the user's
background when choosing examples. The system must consider the user's cognitive style. For example, does the user
learn best when examples are given first and general principles stated afterwards or when the general principles come first
and are then illustrated by examples?
9.5

Other refinements of the search process

9.5.1

Assembling result neighborhoods during search

As the search proceeds, the user may mark items she wants to examine further or use for a given purpose, creating one or
more result neighborhoods. This requires no new functionality. The user can simply define new objects (which could be
called markers) corresponding to the result neighborhoods to be created and establish a link between a found object
displayed on the screen and the appropriate marker(s). The system should facilitate this process. For example, the system
could create temporary markers 1 - 9 which would exist until the end of the session or until a completely new search is
started. Before the system erases a temporary marker and the associated links, it would give the user a chance to give it a
permanent name. A marker may, in effect, become a descriptor that would be useful to other users as well.

9.5.2

Limiting the search

A user may limit the search to a neighborhood. That is, search steps executed after the limit is put into effect return only
objects belonging to that neighborhood. For example, in bibliographic systems it is quite common to limit by year of
publication. Or a user, having finished his search of the entire system, may now want to limit the search to the neighborhood
of objects selected for further examination. Or the user may want to limit the search to objects included in a given handbook
or journal, in other words, to an offspring neighborhood.
A special case of limiting is the nesting of hypermedia bases: Allow an entire hypermedia base B as a node in a
superordinate hypermedia base A (preferably allowing links between objects in A and B). When the user of A selects node B,
she is placed into B for search (navigation) in B only. The subordinate hypermedia base B can be seen as a neighborhood in
the superordinate hypermedia base A. In this approach, the neighborhood to which the search is limited is predefined; in
limiting in general the user can define the neighborhood.
9.6

Search as inference

In the broadest sense, any search is the inference "if an object meets the search criterion (or criteria), it should be found".
One is more likely to speak of inference when a search uses multiple criteria or when it uses a chain of links or
relationships, thus combining multiple pieces of data to arrive at a conclusion about retrieval. For examples see the indirect
connections discussed in Section 8.2. To give another example: One might introduce the connection
C may-support A defined as the indirect connection [C criticizes B, B criticizes A]
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Looking at search as inference greatly enhances the power of hypermedia systems. Including more elaborate inference
would contribute to the expert system functionality of an information structure management system.
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Indexing (augmenting Section 5)

Indexing — entering the entities / objects and relationship links into an information base — is a very expensive process
when done manually. There are several strategies to cope with this problem:
-

Build an integrated information structure interface on top of one or more existing databases.

-

Convert the data from existing databases into a unified information structure management system. This becomes
more challenging if the existing database is only moderately structured, such as converting from a machinereadable version of a dictionary (possibly generated by scanning the printed version) into an entity-relationship
representation.

-

Automate part of the indexing process. For example, there are systems that can convert a conventional text into a
hypertext, isolating sections and subsections and determining linkages between sections beyond the includes links
inherent in the text's original sequence and/or generating a table of contents.

These strategies make the creation of unified systems more feasible.
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The implementation of a general information structure management system that would combine the functionality of a
database management system, an expert system shell, a retrieval package (including text retrieval) and a hypermedia shell,
is a tall order. Such a system must solve two major design problems: It must provide a powerful search engine that can
implement the search options discussed, many of which require intensive processing, and it must provide an interface that
facilitates using the powerful general search operators. The system must also provide a basic set of object types and
relationship types with proper semantics for processing built into the system and allow the user to define additional object
types and relationship types with their semantics. Figure 41 lists these design issues.
Figure 41.

Design issues

Provide a powerful search engine that can implement the search options discussed, many of which require intensive
processing. This is difficult enough in a single system organized along information structure principles and even more
complex in a distributed system accessing heterogeneous databases, where the search engine must be capable of
issuing queries to many systems.
Provide gateways to existing information systems (databases, IR systems, hypermedia systems, expert systems) to obtain
data needed in a search. Provide the capability for combining data from various sources.
Provide a flexible user interface
General search operator syntax that works for all types of objects and relationships.
Simplified search operator syntax for frequent special cases with preset values and default values.
Menu-driven search specification with preset values and default values.
Certain types of neighborhoods (offspring, ancestor) available through proper notation without explicit search
specification
Neighborhood schemas definable by users
Scripts
A basic set of object types and relationship types with proper semantics for processing built into the system
User-definable object types and relationship types with user-definable semantics

The search engine must use efficient algorithms for implementing the general search operators. Implementing such a
search engine can be facilitated by using a powerful language specifically designed for processing data structured into
frame and relationships, such as the Smalltalk Frame Kit (SFK) (Rostek and Fischer). The gateway function needs a capability
for defining additional systems to be accessed.
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As mentioned above, the system should come with a predefined set of object types and relationship types with defined
semantics. But specific applications need their own definitions with additional object types and relationship types, with
named connection types, named neighborhood types that are frequently used, and with neighborhood schemas. An
information structure management system must allow for such definitions.
We conclude with a few remarks on the user interface. For navigation-type searches, the user need only specify the starting
object (usually an object on the screen) and select the link type from a menu associated with the starting object. The search
targets are often implied by the link type. Where appropriate, the system should remind the user that he could specify an
offspring neighborhood as a starting point to broaden retrieval, and it should guide the user in the proper choice of targets
(atomic objects or neighborhoods). The system should also suggest related link types or connection types to follow. The user
should be able to refer to frequently used neighborhood types — offspring neighborhoods, ancestor neighborhoods, schema
neighborhoods — by a simple symbol without formulating a query. If an offspring neighborhood could be formed along any
of several hierarchical link types, the system should ask.
Once the system has constructed a query based on the user's answers, it should ask the user whether she wants to save it
under a name for later use and possibly editing. The system also needs a syntax for query formulation by more experienced
users. This language should incorporate all the capabilities of SQL and of a language like Prolog but not be limited to those.
Once an information structure management system with these capabilities is developed, it will put a powerful tool in the
hands of a wide spectrum of users.
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Notes

Some of the issues discussed in this paper have been mentioned or alluded to in Halasz' important 1988 paper, in which he
discusses seven issues for the next generation of hypermedia systems and mentions the "unity of systems" (my term) theme
(p. 847). Croft 1989 and Thompson 1989 also illustrate the integration of hypermedia and retrieval. Frisse 1992 reviews
hypertext models with a view to integrating semantics and information retrieval features.
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